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TWO POTBOiLERS GOT0 MARKET
I

One’s byDick theother byChtidk*
CI&A has FL but Dick’s is muck’

Bxxoneratton, by Richard Rohmer, McClelland 0
Stewert, 213 page.?, $8.95 cJoth.
Tba Kidnapping of the President, by Charles Templeton, i%kClellaad 0 Stewart, 237 pegas, $8.95 cloth.
By PAUL STURWB
THE THRJLLBR OR “novel of suspense” has become one
of the hardier perennials of Anglo-American publishing,
and now several indigenous varieties am available for cultivation by those who would have us Read Canadian all the
way across the board. The notion that a national literature
ought to encompass polboilers as well as poetic cycles
makes a certain amount of economic sense -if we’re going
to read them, we might as well reap the rewards of writing,
producing and selling them - and there is always the
chance that an Ambler, a Chandler or a Simenon may
emerge fmm the swelling ranks of Canadian thrllIer writers.
There am already signs, however, that in venturing into Ihe
realm of rhe mass-market best seller we me also importing
some rather dubious techniques of hoopla and ballyhoo, of
star systems and cults of personalicy, that am going to have
a radical, and pmbably undesirable, effect upon the health
of our national literary life. Which brings us to the selling of
Ezwrzeratian and The Kidnapping of the President.
The key to markting any new product is publicity, and
since both Rohmer and Templeton am public men, they
have obvious advantages (compamd with John Doe) in
terms of general awareness of their names and familiarity
with fhe use of the media for publicity purposes. Thus they
are particularly well suited to contribute to that bandwagon
psychology, that “Everybody’s nading it why aren’t you?”
syndrome, resulting from the co-ordinated blitz of newspaper reviews, radio and TV talk-show appearance-s and,
yes, a EooliF in Canada notice, all dedicated to flogging the
largest number of books in the smallest amount of time. The

Why was this book published? . . . Given the
gross ineptitude of Exxonemtion, one must presume that [Rohmer’s] public renown translates
directly into projitable publishability.
question is, of course, to what extent their status as “personalities” affected McQelland & Stewart’s decision to
publish their work; and while I have no way of measuring
this intluence, the evidence suggests that at least one-of
these books would never have seen the light of print if its
author had been a less conspicuous public figure.
In the case of E%.wnemticn, indeed, one may hope that
the publisher has overestimated the general reader’s capacity for the digestion of tripe. I don’t think that I have ever,
with rhe possible exception of some “vanity press” titles,
encountered a book so clumsily and gracelessly wrltten,
so completely dead to the * nuances of language.

Euonemtion’s plot, which descends from the plausible

(U.S. demands our natural gas) to the unlikely (Canada
defeats U.S. military invasion) to the prepostkous (Cansdin technocrat outwits U.S. political and industrial establishmetit). might in other hands constitute a framework for
some amusing fantasy or rousing action; but given
Rohmer’s inability m provide anything mom than the most
stereotypical details of characterizarion and pictorial background. the endless parade of nondescript declarative scntences soon submerges the reader in a miasma of apthy and
despair. To invert the stand& “pm-publicattmt raye nview,” once I picked up Euoneratian, I could hardly wait
to put it down.
So why was this book published? Well, Rohmer has one
bestseller (UMttatam) to his credit, he had a widely publicized tiff with rhe Canadian edition of Time over tbc inadequacies of their “Best Sellers” list, he maintains a highly
visible public profile through his work for various Royal
Commissions and other political, professional and business
associations, and last month he even made the enlertainment pages of the Toronto Star by taking a potshot at Mordecai Richter. He is, in other words. a man who could
presumably find a publisher for a rewrite of the telephone
book; and given the gross ineptitude of Exxonemtion, one
must presume that his public renown translates directly into
profitable publishabiliry.
Templeton’s The Kidnapping of the Presidenris a much
superior entry in the thriller sweepstakes, fast-paced and
inrelligently structured and obviously the pmduct of a good
deal of hard work. An ingenious and only medium-fetched
kidnapping scheme is developed from multiple but corn-”
plementary viewpoints, and a major sub-plor concerning
political morality is deftly woven through a complicated
narrative. Once its formal satisfactions have been acknowledged, hgwevcr, it must be said that some of The Kidnap
ping ofthePr&dent’s contents are a good &al less gratifying, and that the book tends to ignore some inconvenient
truths in its rush to neat and economical judgment.
Templeton’s protagonists fall into two distinct categbries:
calm, capable, fundamentally decent American politicians;
and fanatic, maladjusted, fundamentally disturbed Latin
American revolutionaries. Templeton could nor, of courge.
anticipate the publishing of the White I+use tapes and the
revelation (to some) that venality and narrow self-interest
were no strangers to high places, but his Noble Pillars of
Democracy would ring umrue even if the Watergate scandal
had been “contained.” His revolutionaries, similarly, ap
pear to have been abstracted from sociological studies of
“deviant” youth, with no thought given to the possibility
that revolution might be a reasonable alternative .for Latin
Ameticans faced with corrupt, authoritarian regimes. The
reality of both American and Latin American political life is
much more complex thad Templeton is willing lo admit,
and his choiie of monochromatic character traits for the
forces of Good and Evil keeps The Kidnapping of the Presi-.
dent from becoming anything more rhan highly competent
entertainment.
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Which is, apparendy, all that Templeton intended it to
be. He told the Toronto Star: “I wrote it to learn how to
write a book. Now I’m going to sit down seriously and write
the best book I can possibly wrire.” Commendable honesty,
ba once again we should be aware of Ihe pitfalls inhuent in
the assumption lhar authors “established” in some field or
olher rue the logical candidates for literary stardom. The
point, surely, is that most writers learn their craft without
benefit of having their fledgling efforts published and mark&d, and the world is undoubtedly a better place for it. As
a means of keeping it lhal way, let’s award an ear and a tail
10 The Kidnapping ofrhe President, a bang and a whimper
to E.wooneradon, and a loud bull roar fo the notion that.
authorship is the last refuge of a celebrity. 0

save Ihe country-well. jeez, a fellow needs a friend. And
just as Watson’s exposC (“the biggest, darkest, dirtiest conspiracy of the half-cenlury”) is a producer’s fantasy, his
heroine is a middle-aged man’s fantasy. Not since Pussy
Galore have we been confrbnted with such a relentless
‘amalgam of virtues and delicious vices. V&onique, a noble
Indian niaid out of the pages of Hiaworha as revised by
Arthur Hailel and John D. Maedonald, tlies a mean plane,
makes love up rhe wall. has an ever-ready camera (she films
the hh-and-fly episode at Dulles through the windscreen).
stares death in the face with luminous dark eyes, and never
ouens her mouth until the author remembers she’s around
&I pulls a string.
Peripheral characters a~ similarly idealized. A. Howard
Auerbach: “Secretarv of the Interior in a U.S. administration that otherwise s&k of corruption,‘: is Ihe kind of guy
at whom you’d like to shout; “Get lhee to a monastery.”
Apart from anything else, he paddles a canoe 81 about 90
miles an hour and is certainly the only character in recent
fiction who has tried to stop a seaplane with his hand. Carl
Ghostkeeper, a wise old Indian chief, is much too inclined
to intone, “Kiwache-yen-me iinalvn rapiscoc doraymac!”
- which Watson carefully translates as, “We welcome
you as brothers!” Just as I thought.
The author is good whenever he’s writing about using a
Super-g camera,. getting politicians to talk, flying a small
plane, cloudscapes, the Canadian Shield,‘and storms. He is
fairly awful on sex. The sexual climax of Zero to Airtime
reads (this is a separate paragraph, it goes.whhout saying):
“Enwrapped, delivered, found.” Uh-huh.
The plot is ingenious bur scarcely challenging, since
every twist and turn is preceded by a road sign. When a
characler says, “After that we . . . they de&ied to go
underground,” the fact that he’s an incipient baddie is as
obvious 10 us slqdents of Ironsides as an open scacock lo
the captain of a submarine. When the threatened hero has a
friend who’s a look-alike, we Lore Show buffs know heys
going fo get his, and turning the pages until he does is (as
Joe lreton would put it) a fucking bore. 0

UP THE.WALL.
IN SUPER-8
Zero to Airtime, by Patrick Watsoli, Filzhekry Br
Whlteslde. 256 pales. $6.95 cloth.
By JON RUDDY
PROFANITY. OBSCENITY, crudity. more profanity all in a brief first paragraph. And still on Ihe first pge:

‘*. . . one of those long afternoon exploradons that take you
off the bed and acrqss Ihe floor and up the wall and over the
furniture, wet and laughing and ‘crying and singing and
crazy and sad.. . .” Gosh! Patrick Watson, the’ talking
head, has written a hardboiled media thriller.
Watson’s protagonisr, Joe Ireton, is a leg man in sevenleague boors, a freelance who zips around the continent in a
Twin Comanche fitted out with film processing tanks in Ihe
wings. On the ground he’s handy wirh a pistol; he brings
down a helicopter with one shot. In the air he could thread a ~
needle with a nose wheel: he zaps Ihe would-be assassin of a’
Presidential candidate by knocking him over with his
undercarriage at Dulles International Airport.
When he isn’t wet and laughing and crying and singing;
and crazy and sad. lreton is into the righr things: trumpeter
swans and prison reform and native rights and nadonalism
and rhe conscrvadon of energy resources. It would be chudish 10 sketch the plot - although Ihe identity of the major
villain is revealed 10 the alert, or even sleepy, reader in
chapter four.
The author has flown off rangentiqlly fmm a couple of
recent news stories, one concerning a mysterious “ecology
saboreur” in the U.S., Ihe other an apparent tampering with
the walercourses around Hudson Bay. He pwtulates a sinister political movement undermining a wefk U.S. administradon and encouraging Quebec separanon and ‘manifest
destiny. The good Americans want to buy our water; the
bad ones want to take ir. Iretori exposes everything on film
for a documentary lhal makes This Hour Has Seven Day8
look like Counrry Calef~dw.
In-order to save all lhal wafer, save a band of Indians, and

Not since Pussy Galore have we been confronted
with such a relentless amalgam of virtues and
delicious vices.
4

THE
ARCTICGAS
1 ANTIMASQUE
.

The Mackenzie Pipeline: Arctic Gas and Canadian
Energy Policy, edited by Peter H. Pearse, A Carleton
~;;mp&ary, McClelland & Stewart, 229 pages,
By MEL WATKlTqS
TO BUILD ‘OR NOT to build? Odce upon a time it was
railways, and this country went hog-wild. Now il is mindboggling energy projects and we seem about (0 do the same.
But history never quite repeats itself, and this time round
we have experts galore. from economists fo envimnmentalists to sociologists, tohelp us decide what lo do. Predictably, a substantial number work as hired .guns for Ihe big
developers; to those familiar with the contemporary folkways of the academic-cum-consultant, rhis does not surprise.’

,

The recreation of an era, liberally illustrated with
many unpublished photos, when romantic, dashing young men pioneered the air services of
Canada. They flew by the seat of their pants long
before the birth of aids such as radio and radar.
The author is the widow of Quebec ace, Romeo
Vachon, whose life epitomized the spirit She portrays so skillfully in this book.
$8.50 ,

The first Nonsuch played an important role in
Canada’s history leading to the birth of the
Hudson’s Bay Company and the opening of the
fur trade in 1668. The second Nonsuch was The
Bay’s centennial project, and led a chequered
career traveliing by land across North America
before finally coming to roost in Winnipeg!

A collection of the thoughts and observations of
Canada’s best-known Indian, a wise and respected observer of the vagaries of human nature
who says: “I am a chief but my power to make war
is gone, and the only weapon left to me is speech.
it is only with tongue and words that I can fight my
people’s war.”
$9.95
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What is surprising is that there appear to be a growing
number of academics whq relate to the older intellectual
tradirion of being critics of society, and hence of the ruling
interesrs and rheii nefarious schemes to.rip off ordinary folk.
This book is produced by some dozen such peqple, about
half of whom am on the faculry of rhe University of British
Columbia. The authors include fhe distinguished resource
economist Tony Scott and the brilliant young tionometrician John Helliwell; if I single rhem out it is in part because.
being an economist too, I musr.hang my head in shame that
my colleagues a( the University of Toronto, on thk whole
less disdnguished, have tended rather to sell their souls to
Arctic Gas.
On the 10 ihapters in the book, Earle Gray, the top PR
man for Arcdc Gas. gets one (0 espouse the cast for the

pipeline. Lest anyone think this is unfair, let ir be recorded
immediately that the best Gray can do is tell us about all the
studies Arctic Gas has commissioned, 81 a cost of millions,
bar the results of which we am asked to accept on faith.
The rest of the book is more informative. Its core consists
of a powerful critique of the view that the Mackenzie Valley
gas pipeline is in Canada’s economic intensr. The central
concept employed by the authors is that of “economic
rem,” or SUQIUS after all costs, as popularized by Eric
Kierans. Key questions asked, and answered, am: How big
are the rents that will accrue from gas (and oil) production?
How much of these rems will accrue to Canadians; as re
venues 10 government from royalties, rather than to \mericans as shareholders in the big energy companies?
Paul Bradley looks at “the major players” in rhe MacKenzie Delta gas play. The U.S. needs new energy source_.%

and is ready and able 10 grab, but has tIefinite altematives to
high-cost Arctic gas. The companies, notwithstanding all
their poor-mouthing about the risks of frontier development, stand to make bundles of money well in excess of any
normal retom on capital. (John HelliweL in research completed since this book appeared, shows that the pipeline .
itself promises to generate substantial rents as well.) As to
the Canadian government, its interest has demonstrably not
been in capturing mats, but the exact opposite, namely concessions and incentives to the companies to speed up the
exploitation of Northern resources.
Lawyers Andy Thompson, now Chairman of the B.C.
Energy Commission, and Miiheal Crbmailin dramatically
document the latter point. The proped pipeline would
dmw half the gaJ needed fmm rhc Delh and half fmm

Alaska. Over a IO-year period, the G6vemment of Alaska
would collecr $202 million mqre in royalties from mductidn of the Alaskan half than would our government from
Delta pmducem. And by global standards, Alaska’s royalty

rates are not that high.
Emsr Bemdt shows that the demand from energy is cut
back mom by higher prices than fhe National Energy Board
allows for in its forecasts; the in-ace is Clear that nonfrontier slipplies may be mom adequate than NBB forecasts
indicate. Milton Moore, in a lucid analysis of Canada’s
energy options, sees the resl choice as being between building the pipeline now with Delta gas exported to the U.S.,
and bostponing the pipeline until Delta gas is needed in
Canada. While Arctic Gas has always claimed that some
gas was urgently needed in Canada - and has lately been
raising that amount in an almost hysterical way - Moon

Ten years aao there wa$ little In- able about “Canadian Clock and
terest in “Can~lana” and even less Clockmakers”. In fact few people
Interest in “Canadian Clocks”. Since realized that clocks were actuallv
the celebration ol Canada’s one hun- manufactured in Canada and tha’
dredth birthday in 1967 the overall ln- there are numerous examples of
tbrest in “Canadiana” has grown beautiful Canadian clock craftsmanextensively. At the same time the ship on display on museums across
&vth In the hotiby of collecting clocks the country.
Ex been nothing short of !ant@stic.
With this book the author has made a
Recently many books have been substantial contr@ution to the recogniwritten on various aspects of “Cana- tion of the clock industry incanada.
dlana” but until the publication of this
506 pages, hard cover $24.95
book there was little information avall_T
-
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and others in this book show that them is no Canadiin need
until the late 1980s. This srgnes to postpone, for es Moore
puts it “the benefits to Canadians from gas exports en?
negligible.”
But it is John Helliwell, with his computer simulation of
the Canadian economy, with and without the pipeline, who
delivers the reel body blows to Arctic Gas. For two years
Messrs. Welder, Horte and Gray have run about the country
selling their pipeline with big talk aboutjobs and solving the

unemployment problem. Iielliwell shows that, being such a
massive project, it will indeed create a boom; but once
construction is completed, them will be, in the n&n of the
case, “a kuge induced slump.” Anyway, if cmating jobs is
the object of the exercise - and, of course, it isn’t for
Arctic Gas. which can be assumed metely to be engaged,in
the straightforward pursuit of profits - then, says Helliwell, the Mackenzie Valley gas pipeline is “inefficient
and unwieldy as a make-work project.”
In the final chapter, Helliwell’s model is put to work by
four of the authors to quantify benefits and costs from the
national perspective. The major conclusion, as a kind of
summary of everything in the book except Gray. is that
“Canada’s national interest lies in postponement of Northern pipeline construction until the 1980s.” They find no net
economic benefit to Canadians from developing Delta gas in
tbll decade. In its claim to the contrary, Arctic Gas fails,.
among other things, to allow for the elementary fact that
Canadian consumers will suffer real income. losses fmm
buying high-priced gas while the rants. which am indeed
large, either flow out of the country or are ploughed beck
into developing yet mom high-priced sounxs.

Further, the authors show that Arctic Gas is even wmng
when it claims that Delta gas must be exported to the U,S..
and Fmdhoe Bay gas piped tbmugh Canada, for Canadians
to get maximum benefit in the long run. In the face of thi:
competing thmat from Alberta Gas Trunk and its so-called
Maple Leaf line - which surfaced just a few weeks ago Arctic Gas has been skating away from the llrst claim.
Apparently it should abandon the second as well. but then,
of course, there would be no justification for its particulsr
proposal.
Additional arguments for postponement can ba adduced
fmm consideration of the tmcettainty of impact on the
fragile Nor&m environment and the certainty of a near
social disaster for native people, and tb book touches both
of these bases as well. Everett Peterson, a pipeline expert
until recently with Environment Canada, judiciously examines the evidence on the first matter. For this reviewer.
his tiost &king observation is that adverse envimnmental
I must hang my head in shame that my colleagues

at the University of Toronto
sell their souls to Arctic Gas.

...

have tended to

impact assessments never s&p projects and don’t even lead
to significant modifications to minimize bad effects; them is
e clear lesson here for economists should they imagine that
merely telling it like it is makes much difference.
The respected industrial relations expert and labour historian, Stuart Jamieson. contributes the weakest chapter of
the book; he deals with the impact on native people. Thbugh
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CANADIAN ENDANGERED
SPECIES
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Canadians may get another chance to preSenQ
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80 species on the endangered list, this may be
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INDIAN LEQENDS OF CANADA
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by Claude Melancon
JOGFREE OF CANDA, THEWHIRLD
translated by David 5lltt
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AND OTHER PLACES
by Don liarron
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A gecgraphy book, a social history and
pages of mis book.
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Mostly for Nationdists~
An attractive invitationa,

featuring economy and convenience,
for people intern in Canada
Nationalists.

Not fia~waving jingoes, but thoughtful people who take Canada
seriously most of the time, and with a grain of salt now and then. If that’s YOU,
,
Radon...
The Readers’ Club of Canada, created by and for Canadians, offers&e very
best Canadianbooks to members from &art to coast.
In this club, you only buy the books you really want; no minimum purchase is
demanded. The CanadhRender.the Club’s lively journal, keeps you,up-to-the- .
minute on the exciting world of writing and publishing in Canada. Tl$$re’s no
membership fee and the Canadian Reader is free. Your purchases are at bookstore prices, sometimes less. You’re never charged for “postage and handling”.
And Bonus Certiticates, earned with your purchases,btretch your book dollars
by about 20%.
The Club provides personal, civilized service for several thousand people like
you. Now, with help from the Canada Council and the Ontario Arts Council, we
are able to enroIl more members.
If you belong with us, then ‘take your first Selection and your free Introductory Bonus from the typical Readers’ Club offerings on this page.
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clearly sympathetic to the lot of native people, he gets no
further than advocating greater government effon to prepare
people for the impact, and then ameliorate the effects when
they come. No mention is ma& of the increasing political
consciousness of native people in the Mackenzie Valley and
of the potential for a new development strategy that lies in
their land claim.
The chapters in the book were completed in the summer
of 1973. Arctic Gas’s pipeline is now distinctly more problematic. But should Arctic Gas go belly-up tomorrow. there
will ‘be more than .enough left to worry about. The Maple

Leaf line; by permitting Alberta to use up its gas in petm+emical production for export to the U.S., may be as
great a disaster as the Arctic Gas line and. being wrapped in
the flag, more difficult to fight. The greatly intensified oil
play in the Beaufon Sea promises a yet more deadly ball
game, with even great& adverse impact on the native people of the Delta and the Arctic ecosystem.
Certainly, none of the aspersions cast on experts in this
review should be read as denying the hope that the UBC
economists and their associates hang in there to expose
these new threats. 0

. i

Sawbones Memorial. by Sinclair Ross; McClelland &
Stewart, 140 pages, $7.95 cloth.
By KAREN MULHALLEN
THIS IS SINCLAIR ROSS’s fourth no%l. 1;s publication is
a major literaty event. In a rich year in Canadian letters
&w-bones Memorial stands out for its flawless technical
&omplishment. its range of human experience. its broad
and gentle humour. and its genial intelligence. I\ is 33 years
since Ross’s first novel was published and in that time nviewers and critics have frequently said that As For Me and
bfy House (1941) was “the greatest Canadiab novel.”
Those traders who are given to making such awards will, I
believe, now be forced to re-assign the prize to Ross’s
latest work. Snwbone~ Memorial will also necessitate a
wevaluation of Ross’s whole literary career and, it’s to be
hoped, a more sympathetic reading of The Wef! (1958) and
Whir of Gold (1970). Finally, Sowbones Memorial should
deflate patently absurd critical positions that claim Ross’s

talent lies in being a short-stoly writer rather than a novelist.
The wholly realized world and the deep presentition of
character that are the mark of his short stories are surely the
sign of the novelist. Perhaps now his critics will say Ross’s
short stories are really little novels in disguise.
In examining the notes I had made for this kview, I
found among them the phrase tow de force and I realized
that I had almady used the term, only a year ago. in reviewing a novel’by Helen Weinzweig called Passing Cere.mony.
There an superficial similarities between Sawbones
‘Memorial and seveial novels whose form gives the reader
the sense that characters ax disembodied, cut off from.
space and time. Such “chamber music” novels include
Passing Cerem~ony . William Faulkner’s Ai I fry Dying.
Virginia Woolf’s The ll’avcs &d Sheila Watson’s hub/e
Hook. Each of these is quite unlike the other, yet they have
a family resemblance, and each has been called a tour de
force because in each, perhaps, the author has gone against
convention and created a world in which characters reach
out to one another from deepest isolation and silence. But
only in Ross’s novel Sawbones Memorial do the characters
9

The novel is set on the evening of April 20, 1948. in the
actually touch one another in botb time and space, through
generations and over continents, and one malizes. with a
yet-unopened new hospital, The Hunter Memorial, in UpWuI”, .x%halulewIL,I. “11 UK “ll”l”“y “L “I. rlu,,ux,-“,, me- --’
SMEIC, ma, uus commuo~fau~~~. uu> IKLWUIL u LUIII~-LD, ~0
45th anniversary of his arrival in the town, on the eve of his
achieved because Sawbones Memorial is pre$ented almast
retirement and departure, and on the dedication of thehospiwholly through dialogue, through conversation.
Sawborres Memorial unfolds in 40 unnumbered episodes;
tal to .his memory. Within this tight, single room. this
u= KauS~
-__.___
_... _sld.ee~~.~tmnl[,rd.i~~~~~~i~~~~~ vears_._, .‘~~nL411~~?“_9.S~.~~~~~.~~~.~!~ y>$!$g_!“l_l!l p”sr
gather to eat, gossip, and perform. Near fhe end of the novel
others consist of two speeches, an announcement of reotie of the chief characters, Duncan Gillespie, addresses the
freshmeats, conversations between two. tbreZ or many
townspeople; he tells them the dedicatory plaque is not yet
characters, and a superbly rendered singsong in which each
- do.”
entitled “Redwinp.” Each section or episode is interconIn one sense Sawbones Memorial iS a memory tbeatre nected by the overlapof character, theme, and plot, and by
a theatre for the dead. the livine and the about-to-be-born.
the ihterpolation of snatches of dialogue and overheard con-.----‘iqs*a d~0pamz!nclcaum~~+ irr 6Ia.‘(xJs_, ,__C”_l.. db_.,.&“.J -‘LL&rL_._” .I.^ L^“..:*“l.”
“eK.au”II. 1 rrr. LIIluI”L rl,“o”l”~“,usr,-r~~ysu Ill-*Yli 1\Cyb.. - ‘olluy 111 ~u(i uvv~ib u~:‘ruC~~~ur&.mascs im?r&puzu* ti&wz_ b..,
follow naturally after se&al scenes in which the town of
with the Rev. Mrs. Joyce Grimble: “That’s what spme of
Upward and four generations of its inhabitants are pre
them call the cemetery, too, The Hunter Memorial. I suppose I’ve done my share.” Biti. life,, and deaih find tbeii
sented.
The novel begins with a dialogue between the titular
appropriate setting within the hospital whose shaman is the
hem, 75year-old Dr. Hunter, and his oldest friend,
wise, tolerant, humorous, and very human Dr. Hunter. He
has seen into the heart of the town, presided at its most
important rituals. and, out of the tragedy of his .own imIn one sense Sawbones Memorial is a memory
poverished m&age, found love for others. Hence while
theatre -a theatre for the dead, the living and the
“memories matter,” life is more important. Dr. Hunter
about-to-be-born.
leaves behind him the continuing gift of life - Benny,
Duncan and Nick are all his sons; each must learn to put
away the past, to come “back where he belongs.” So. too,
77-year-old Hany Hubbs. Their conversation is harsh, even
Dr. Heater’s monologue terminates the novel with words
violent, as Harry Hubbs salaciously demands to know of
that promise a .new beginning (as in As For Me and My
Dr. Hunter’s conquests of “rusted up” farm women over
House): “April and the smell of April just as it was all
the past 45 years. This almost repulsive beginning f&es
beginning that day too . . . everylhing else though just about
the reader to make a decision to enter the novel. Once the
the same.”
decision is made the reader is caught up in this world of
The range of Sawbones Memorial con only be conveyed
continual conversation.
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in the reading of it. The technique varies from intense
monologue to friendly parody in the comment on the song
“Redwing” as emblematic of “the indi!Teren~ of nature to
the hunian predicament. Very Canadian.” The use of dis- .
mte episodes is not mechanical. The novel’s development
is a gradual initiation so that each newc@acter is suddenly
recognized from snatches we had already overheard. The
cumulative effect of these morsels prepares us for the ending when all gossip about I-lunler is laid bare in his final
afiirmative monologue.
The characters, too. are as varied as the Doctor himself:
the comageous Caroline’GilleJpie who came from England
because she wanled “SO much to be part of it. A big new
country. a country of beginnings.” and the fertile, vibrant
Sarah whose love for Ihe Doctor and her qhildmn fills her
monologue and the reception.
Each monologue is suited to its character; each episode’s
language is modulated to its speakers. Choric sections am
broken by emotional passages; detailed genealogy and
chronology are interwoven with lyrical momen@ the pmprietors of the town newspaper, Dan and Nellie Furby, conduct several sections that, rich in information and compassion, seem the fidlllhnent of a distant scene fmm Joy~e’s
Ulysses. Finally, then, greed, lust, jealousy and prejudice
am dispelled by forgiveness and love. And Dr.. Hunter says
man does “have rhe capacity to learn, to improve.”
This is a rich, brillinnt end penetrating book; it is a

celebration. Upward is like Ida Robinson, one of the &m’s first
seltlers, who “didn’t just survive, she came through with
her head up. telling a joke on herself, ready for more.”
Sinclair Ross has shown us. as pellie says, “pride in our
hearts, a sense of achievement, new faith in the future, and
. . . also the tub of memories.. . .*’ 0

SLEIGHBELLS.
‘AND OTHER. .
. JINGLES
Ntcholas Knock ed Other People, by De.nnts Lee,
Mustrated by Frank Newfeld, !Gcmtltan, 64 pi,
$5.95 cloth.
Alligator Pie, by Deaais Lee, tllustra~d by Frank
New&Id, Macmtllan, 64 pages, $5.95 cloth.
The Sleighs of iUy Cbttdhood, by Carlo Italtano, Slus-

trated by the autber, French text by Ben6 Chtcoine,
Tundra Baoks, unpaglnated, $9.95 cloth.

The Secret World of OS, by Pierre Berton, illustrated
by Patsy Berten, McClelland % Stewart, onpaginated,
$5.95 cloth.
By SUSAN LESLIE
WE USED TO HAVE a Chinese vegetable man named Yip,
who came by our house once a week in his old tmck, giving
us apples and nuts to munch on while he sold my mother
turnips and carrots and potatoes. He had sold vegetables at
my mother’s house before she ever married. For the first
few years of my life, his visits were a weekly occasion. At
Christmas he gave my mother liihee nuts,.and he always
sold’us a big box of mandarin oranges. But by the time I
was six or seven, Yip was gone, and my shopping
memories after that am all of supermarkets. I had forgotten

-

ANOTHER PAR7 OF THE WOOD: A Self-porlralt
Kenm?ih clarl~
Fascinated with art since the age of seven. Kenneth
Clark became at thirty Dire.ctor of England’s NaLlonal Gallery. Mllllons know him as the gracious
host of 1elevlslon’s CIVILISATION and THE ROMANTIC REBELLION, based on his best-selling
books. Now he tells his own story of hls early
years, vividly and with Ironic wk.
$17.95

TWO MINUTE WARNING
George La Fount&m
During the final minutes of play in the last quarter
of the Superbowl. a cameraman accldently relays
a shot of a psychotic massin to 75 million TV
viewers. Who In a crowd of 90,000 cheering fans
Is hls victim or Is II victims?
$8.25
WIND CHILL FACTOR
T h o m a s Glflofd
In a desperate search for his long lost sister, Joe
Cooper accldently uncovers a huge presentday
Nazi power struclure whose chilling objective Is
to rule the world. Filled with enough faclual truths
.and events Lhls novel almost remov88 the boundary line between fact and ficLlon.
99.50

KIN&S ROYAL
J o h n Qufgley
A sweeping saga of three generations of a powerful Scofs whisky dynasty - fheir loves, their hates,
their raw and seethlng ambillons that has at ils
core that oldest of generallonal warrings. the heartwrenching conflict between father and son. $11.95
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all about Yip until I read Carlo It&no’s wonderful book

The Sleigks of My Childhood.

The following review peWed h the
Octok~ovember BW0 issue of
THE BULLETIN, the o$ciSna
publicatioxn off the On&do Semndmy
SchooP Teachers9 FederaUkm.
Days of Rage
Herman Buller. Ocrober Publications. 1974. Clmh 8.95.
pqwrU.95.277pages.
This is the lss.1 and best of Herman Buller’s Quebec nilogy. The other two novels in the series. QUEBEC IN RE
VOLT and ONE MAN ALONE, arc now o”t of print and are
considered Canadiana collectors’ items.

QUEBEC IN REVOLT was a hisIori+l novel that dealt
v:hh the ca~z c&bn known as The Guibord Affair -the
rouggle between slate Md church, and the forces of anticledcalism in nineteenth century Quebec. ONE MAN
ALONE wasa sociological novel about the interg!ay of the
“three solitudes” - French, English and Jewsh communities on the island of Montreal, during the depression of
the thiiies in the days of Duplessis.
DAYS OF RAOE, an ideological novel about contemporsty Quebec. is a powerful evocation of Ihe mind of a young
French-Canadian sepntlst. The inIegrity of his life and Ihe
depth of his commitment sm. conveyed in an engrossing and

plsrionale namuive.
Allhough it is an extraordinary book, and the wridng is
both persuasive and fascinating. it is not easy reading-it is
ofbzn brutal and shocking. However, it will illuminate for
maay readersthe reasons why those who seek an independent
Quebec choose dx FLQ as a means.
Herman Buller has achiewd a remarkable feza. Observing
a scmpulous respect for contempomry facts, he has entered
into the consciousness of his hem. Most important. he has
captured the essential psychology of a dedicated sod intelligeat revolutionary, whoclearly understands not only the political but the philosophical implications of his choice.
DAYS OF RAGE. a novel of protest as ~$1 sscompas
sion. is essential resding for anyone wishing to have a clear
understanding of the preset11 Quebec situation. It is a work of
substance that should not only beontheshelfofe~~college
and secondary school library, but also on the required reading lists in courx.s on Canadian liteoutue and Canadian
studies.

q OX3104, STATION D, WILLOWDALE. ONTARIO
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It&no grew up in Montreal in the 1920s and ’30s. when
sleighs hauled about the city’s provisions in winter. Farmers
came into town in their homemade sleighs, bringing mot

vegetables to ma@%. Thq bean vendor went fmm house to
house, selling hotfives ou lard. Them were a coal sleigh, a
milk sleigh and a bmad sleigh. The rag picker, the knife
sharpener, tha movers, the Royal Mail - everybody did
their business by sleigh. Italian0 loved the sleighs and their
horses, and his affection for them is very evident.
Italiano’s stmngtb and experience is as an illustrator, but
,the text he has written forsleighs is as simple and graceful as
hi drawings. The text has the oddly detailed quality 6f
childh?od memories. For each of the 23 sleighs he has
drawn, them is a short description of what it did, or when it
came or what it smelled like or whoits driver was. Them is
a French text as well. It’s not a tmnslation, but a rendering
of the same sort of memories by Reti Chicoine. who also
grew up in Montreal when it was “the sleigh capital of the
world.”
Tundra Books’ concern with quality in the production of
theii books is obvious in Sleighs of My Childkood. The kind
of cam Tundra takes - in binding and colour reproduction
and paper- is costly (the book sells for $9.95). But Sleighs
of My Childhood looks and feels so special that it will be
well treated by the children who read it. Tundra describes it
as a “book for all ages” (which rescues it fmm the hinterlands of the Juvenile section) and I think they are right.
Dennis Lee’s two new books of poetry are for children
especially. But both are the sort of children’s books that
depend on an adult not just for the purchase price, but also
for the reading. Children’s rhymes am restless, and belong
only temporarily. for transportation purposes, on the page.
The poems in Ailigaroror Pie and Nicholas Knock and Other
‘PropIe need to be read aloud, and p&embIy by someone
who can be carried away by their special brand of nonsense.
A//igafor Pie is for very young children. Some of Lee’s
poems in this book are so energetic and sprightly that once
read, they roll around in your head so that you can’t forget
them. I will forever wiggle to the laundromat, which should
enliven washdays to come.
Nicholas Knock and Other People is intended for older
children who can read the poems themselves. This second
book does not seem as successful to me. Lee forgets his
&liince at times, and makes allusions and jokes that only
the rare child will tmderstand. There are also poems that do
nbt seem quite ready to be published. If if wem your very
own daddy reading his own poems, they would seem quite
wonderful, I’m sure. But they do not travel well beyond the
,Lee bedside, where they were tirst performed.
Lee has filled the poems with references to things Canadian.. There am many Canadian place-names, with particular emphasis on famous Toronto sit.% such as Honest Ed’s,
The Corner of Bloor and Yonge. and Casa Loma. Some of
the poems interpret this sense of place in rather parochial
terms, however. ForexampIe, in Nicholas Knock, the poem
“Spadina,” about the campaign to stop the expressway,
wilI not mean much to children in Vancouver or Winnipeg
or Halifax..
Frank Newfeld’s illustrations are bright and rich. Their
detail enlivens all the poems. In a few instances, where the
poems seem fragile or forced, it is Newfeld’s drawings that
take one’s interest.
Poetry for children is almost always oral, it can’t be separated fmm’nursety rhymes and counting sobgs and skipping
jingles. To judge by his afterword, Lee is quite ready to
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Hubert Shuptrine I James Dickey
Two Southerners turn their talents on their land and their
people in this mysterious and beautiful book. The painter
HubartShuptrine, whose work has been featured on the cover
’ of American Artist, has produced over 100 watercolor
paintings that result in an extraordinarily haunting book.’
James Dickey, best known for his only novel Deliverence,
has written the evocative prose-a perfect compliment in
words to the land that Shuptrine brings so remarkably alive.
168 pages116 x 12% I over 13LI reproductions of paintings, 75in
full color/individually boxed/ Special Introductory Price
until December 31. 1974. $39.95; thereafter, $60.00

NATURE 75

Canadian
Wildflowers I$‘?‘5
This calendar book illustrates In
magnlflcentgve-colour, full page
reproductions 53 wlldtlowers fmm all
parts of Canada.
indlvlduaffy gift bcxed/34.g5

Constsntinine and Larsen
A baautlful and bountiful selection of art
created from flber and thread, thls book
graphlcally demonstrates the innovative
concepts of weaving and rope work as

Dr. PiPshugh Do&on
Paul 8. Shake&y
As long as the “play” is construckve and
The only comprehensive book of its
follows the natural progression of the
kind written especially for fathers, that
child’s tactile. sensory and mental abilities, every mother should read. $9.95
It works. 34.95 (paper)

v&a NseiPamd

A @enadien Galendar
Twelve beautiful and unusual photographs
grace thls monthly wall oelendar, selected
from the work of Canada’s leading
nature and wildlife photographers.
fndivlduafly gift boxedB3.95

A light and unorthodox approach to the
care and feeding of houseplants.
Illustrated with line drawings. $3.95
(paper)
.
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acceot his ooems beina transmuted bv the reader or the -li&er. i &ink he &Id be pleased to he& childmn’s
versions of his poems, changed and reworked by forgetfulness and inventiveness. At least some of the poems in Al/igtmrPie and Nicholas Knock promise to be as much a pat
of children’s repertoire as Mother Goose. But I think them
is material in both books that will never make it fmm the
schoolroom to the playground.
The Secret World of Og, which first appeared in 1962,
has been reissued by McClelland & Stewart in a pap&a&
edition. New illustrations. by Berton’s daughter Patsy, were
the occasion for the reissue; suffice it to say that only a
father could love them.
The Secnt World of Og was made up for the Berton
children (who all have names starting with “P’)_ and its
heroes and heroines are all Berton offspring. The best parts
of the book are those that touch on each child’s cccentricities. Berton can be delightftd when he’s describing his
own. But, as for the subtenanean land of Og, and the ad-

ventures that take the PBS down there-these have all been

stolen, from C.S. Lewis’ Namia books, Norton’s The Borrows, and even Alice herself_ Berton is quick and amuk
ing, and one could almost forgive the thefts, if it were not
for his annoying way of making smart asides to the adults he
knows ate nearby. His arch wmments on m&l prejudice
and the evils of comic books seem out of place.
McClelland & Stewart h&e taken the liberty of describing The Secret World of Og as “Pierre Betton’s classic
childten’s story.” Cao a book become a classic in I5 years?
Can a Pierre Berton book ever become a classio? One would
wish McCleliand & Stewatt a children’s classic; it would do
wonders for their economic picture. But I don’t think Og
will make the grade. Dennis Lee’s books, too, have been
described as “children’s classics.” I think we should reserve judgment, for a generation at least. Perhaps our children will bay the Lee books for their children, and then the
question can be seriowIy pot. q

HOLDING
SHARES IN
CANADA INCa,
A Nation Unaware: The Cansdlan Efonomfc CuUore,
by Herschel Hardin, J.J. Douglas, 378 pages, $10.95
Cloth.

By ABRAHAM ROTSTEIN
FOG MAY ALWAYS have hovered over the Canadian
economic horizon but things are particularly dense at the
moment. Leaving aside the national issue bf inflation and
the energy crisis, * frequently beard question in our more
sedate pmvinces runs as follows: “What’s a nice Conservative Premier like you doing with a publicly owned company
like this?” Loughced’s government has its new and successful oil and gas corporations and has bought out Pacific
Western Airlines; Davis has a major new energy corporation
(as well as the long-standing Ontario Hydmk Lougbeed is
investing in Ontario’s Urban Transportation Development
Corporation to develop new modes of public transit and
Frank Moores in Newfomtdland has got back a substantial
portion of Brinco’s energy project in Labrador and launched
a major publicly owned venture. Hardly the heady atmosphere of the NDP for whom this would be no great surprise.
We’re watching solid “free entorpriso” governments
matter-of-factly flexing their economic muscle to the puszlement of some of th@r supporters and the silent consent of
_..... ._._ _._.____. :__.,__ _

---_ .-___

others. The federal government has been in the bosioess of
publicly owned corporations since prc_Confederation days
and Petmcan is only the latest offshoot in the energy field.
The key to these seemingly unexpected developmetits liis
in a striking new book on “the Canadian economic culture.”
by Herschel Hardin. It is the best overall disctwsion on
Canadian ecoq.omic history to have.appe.ared in a decade.
Beautifully wrttten, with imvemnce, insight and Rashes of
brilliance, Hardin’s book will be a &light for those who
want to move on from the classic Canadian Ecommic Histoty by W.T. Basterbrook and H.G.J. Aitken.
It +/ill also provide a guide to those who want to pin down
what’ is particularly Canadian about our indigenous
economic experience. Hatdin’s theme is that out of the
broad and continuing contradictions of our society French-English relations, the regions versus Ottawa and
Canada versus’ the U.S. - has arisen a consistent set of
ectimic respooses that now constitutes an aotheotic ttadition or economic “identity.”
It can best be seen as a contrast to the free-wheeling
competiti~ spirit of American ideology (and British political economy) and puis the state (federal and provincial) in
ihe driver’s seat. Shtce o&t of what we’ve done in thii vein
in the past from the CPR to the CBC k Polymer is bound ttp
with Conservative governments. it can. hardly be called
._
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“socialism.” Sir Adam Beck, for example, who
nationalized hydra in Ontario. may neyer even have mad
KarlMat%.

ENJOYiNGTtiE ARTOFCANADIAN,COOKING

by Mme.Jehanc Bcnoit
A Book-of-le-Montk Club Alternate.

cloth $8.92

2 ~EE:P;CANADA
A wamz andsimplo tale. charmingb) illu.&alca~~ awardwinning &We Gagnon. Largeformat.
PapeT $3.95
THE COMPLETE OUTDOORSMAtiS HAND3 BOOKbyJemme Knap.Intcrpntingan&nafa&ns,
identtfiingkazanis, using a compass m a map, using
Cloth $8.95
snowskoes, skiis, and other equipment.
AND MARRIAGE. Revised edition by
4F.A.R.LAWChaoman.Nsw
statirlics and court cases coveriw
EVERYTHING YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT

allaspects oj‘Co:onadian ho on makge and divOrce. Pa4er $3.95

5

BRIAN BlcFARLANE’S HOCKEY QUIZ
Almoti 1000 p&ions and answers, with quizzes,
Cloth $7.95 Paper $3.50
cmssuordr and pko6os.
WHERETO FISH &HUNT IN NORTH
AMERICA by Jemme,Knap
A compkte illustratedguide to@ces, reg&tbms, h.cences,
gui&s, equijnnml, and co&
cloth&?.95

6

THE PROFESSIONAL HOCKEY HANDBOOK
NHL Services
A cornpletc and up-to-d&guide .!a names, reuwds, and
statistics.
Cloth $6.95 Pa#er$2.95
THE GREY CUP STORY
8 New Revised Edition by Jack Sullivan

A dramatic illustrated h&to9 of&o&U’s most coveted
Clothb7.95
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The problem with all this is how to undcrst~ the
phenomenon on its own indigenous terms. The major obfuscation comes from the doctrine that eFliciencv and iustice
in the economy arc best obtained by letting thevfree-&ket
system take its course and organize everything. which is
pretty well what is taught in most of our introductory
courses in cconomi!s. Thi6 t-tons publii enterprise at best
into an attilicia! form of political expediency and at worst
into a sort of boondocks economics, bound by definition to
serve everyone badly.
As Hardin points out, the genesis of economic institutions, particularly the Canadian model. cannot he viewed
outside the broadest Framework of the aims of the larger
society: “The public enterprise culture is the practical expression of Canadian nationalism . . . [and is] after all these
y&s, and under great historical pressure, internalized in
our collective temperament.”
Public enterprise is one side of this pattern, which Hardin
calls “redistribution.” The other is the long tradition of
equalization payments to the provinces because of regional
disparities. As the Rowe&Simis Report cautiously stated.
thecase: When. u a result of national

policies unde**en in the general
inlemt. MC @an OT class or individual is fortuitously enriched and
olhen impoverished. it would appear that there is some obligation. if
not to redress the balance. at least to provide for the victim.

Hardin lists about three dozen Federal and provincial publicly owned corporations tiainly in the area of public
utilities, rcsoomes and transportation. Leaving financial cnterprises aside, Hardin calculates that ‘*crown corporations
make up over one-third of all Canadian-controlled corporate
assets.” In addition to these, them are Crown corporations
in the field of culture such as the CBC and the Canadian
Film Development Corpomtiop, them am trading agencies
such as the Canadian Wheat Foard, and housing corporations such as the Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation and the Ontario Housing Corporation.
Hardin’s message then is that we try.to recognize and
understand the outlook or ideology that has emerged out of
the tensions and contradictions of the Canadian experience
- the Canadian ideology-and abandon the confusion and
troubled cons&xc that arise Fmm hewing to the imported
“market” ideologies. Hardin avoids becoming trapped in
conventional and doctrinaire debates about capitalism versus socialism although some of the ripoffs that have gone on
in both the private and public sectors am cleverly pinpointed
and exposed. But Canadian economic history recast merely
as a history ofripoffs does little more than nortore our moral
and political indignation. That may become gratuitous unless we address the question: Where does the instihn?onal
momentum in Canada come From that offers a way out?
This momentum is born out of the struggle For national
coherence rather than the fitful war of the classes.
Haniin’s th&retical inspiration is derived From the work
of the late Karl Polanyi. whose seminal volume The Greaf
?ia~Jormofton offered a global analysis and critique of
19th-century laiss&faire economics in terms of th6 primacy of society over the self-regulating market economy.
Folanyi examined historically the presence of two economic
patterns that wcm alternatives to market organization,
namely mcipmcity
._ and rrdistiibtition. and it is the latter

_

pattern on which Hardin draws. Some fuller explanation of

Polanyi’s approach might have helped,& reader obtain a
better notion of the theoretical background.
What might have clinched the argument dramatically for
Hardin is aq institutional analysis of the gmwih of the wheat
economy in Western Canada. Amidst the major stmgglt of
settling the West, extedding the spur lines of the railroad
and establishing viable provinces, a consistent battle was
fought around the dominance of the Winnipeg grain exchange before the First World War. Epithets and suspicions_
of this classical example of a market institution never
ceased. But some three dozen federal and provincial royal
commissions feiled to justify or even articulate the Western
farmers’ deep distrust of this “gambling hell,” In a fortuitous series of crises and innovations we manage2 eventually
to replace the Winnipeg grain exchange by the Canadian
Wheat Board - Hardin’s redistributive mechanism - and
found that it drew consistent and unqualitied support from
Western farmers, from the agricultural co-ops and from the
wheat pools. It was a forced and difficult- birth that rcsponded to deep-seated Canadian circumstances. Dogmas
on the Right and Left only delayed and diverted from a
workable resolution. But the confusion and bitterness was e
heavy price to pay for our colonial cast of mind and tack of
awawness of our own institutional tradition.
Perhapv Herschel Hardin can be diverted for a while
longer from his activities as an eminent playwright and head
of the Association for Public Broadcasting in British Columbia to give ui an institutional history of the wheat
&oaomy. It might even fulfill the late Harold Innis’s longstanding aspiration for an indigenously conceived
“economks of new countries.” Cl
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The Politics of the Canadian Public Bclmol, edited by
George Martell, J~mesLorimer & Company, Illustrated,
257 pages, $4.95 paPer.
By EDGAR Z. FRIRDENBERG
THIS USEFUL AND interesting book is even mom innovative,in its emphasis than in its content. The full measure of
Qeorge Martell’s influence on Canadian education and culture’ will probably not be generally appreciated for years;
but ,a a prin&al fcunder of TAis Magazine Is Abow
Schools, which became nearly a. -decade ago the first
general-readership journal in English to devote itself to the
critical analysis of the school-in-culture, he helped to cute
a focal point for an approach toeducational conflict that was
both earthily concrete and politically sophisticated. It still is,
though now the journal is called merely This Magazine to
emphasixe that its concern is not liinited to the schools but
extends to Canadian society as a whole.
As a postscript to the present volume notes, “Most of the
material in this book originally appeared in the pages of

..--- .-~..__.._-..--._-_~. .._~_~.__ __..

This Afagazine,” and Mattel1 himself connibutei its introduction and final paper while Satu Repo, co-editor of Thfs
Magazine and Martell’s wife, contributes three ardcles, out
of a dozen devoted to English Canada. This is’ helpful; it
lends The Politics of the Canadian Public School unity that
is often regrettably lacking in books of readings. Several of
the individual pieces, moreover. am much too good to be
merely ephemeral; notably the moving brief in which the
parents of the primarily working-class F’ark School Community Council attack the system of testing and tracking by
which the Toronto Board of Education denies the very existence of intellectual competence Gong their children and
then proceeds to starve it out; and Eleanor Smollett’s short
but original and illuminating set of observations on
“Schools and the Illusion of Choice: The Middle Class and
the ‘Open’ Classmom.” This is a true gem of fieldwork, in
whiih Ms. Smollett demonstrates the means by which the
basic epistemology of the child is moulded in the classmom, leading him to perceive life as a series of multiplechoice items in which the choices are provided by others
and inevhably pertain to dimension rather than to quality.
The common origin of most of The Politics ofthe Canadian Public School in .This A4agazim -_- an editorial note
even suggests that its waders “should think of it as as
regular issue” - provides the book with a set of common
theses. derived fmm certain implicit and explicit assumptions. The theses appear to me largely incontmvecible; the
assumptions much less so. The themes that run through the
book. ones it seems to me no reasonable man could deny,
arc that the xhools are the instrument ofruling-class policy,
and hence serve to instill in working-class pupils thechamctcristics that facilitate their continued subordination and ex-

ploitation; and that teachers have made this easier than it
need have been by their conception of themselves as “pmfessionals,” a conception that shielded them fmm having’to
face their own subordination and concealed From them their
considerabje’common area of economic interest with tbe
working-class parents whose children they help oppress.
Martell argues that the prospects f& improvement in this
respect am excellent as.teachers become more militant and
effectively unionized and learn to respect their kinship with
the working class.
These are not new propositions, of course.; but they take
on new life here. In his intmdueion, Martell makes a most
‘revealing analysis of an aspect of the situation that is new
and very important: the tendency of the establishment to
undermine the schools, now that they have served their
function in establishing and maintaining the existing cjass
structure and the baby-boom is over, by merging them in@,
the therapeutic-welfare apparatus of direct social control.
Schooling no longes provides the opportunities it did in the
recent past for profitably expanded investment, and support&hers’ is a c&t&x way of maintaining s&l~contml
merging the educative function in with therapy and social
work. In this argument. Martell comes closer to Ivan
Illich’s present - and highly conservative -position than I
should think he would find comfortable, Illich is having
second thoughts about deschooling society on the cogent
grounds that compulsory schooling at least focuses and
limits the state’s authority to control learning to b particular
age-group and place, leaving a little mom freedom in the
world than would otherwise obtain.
Despite the change in This Magazim’s title, Martell and
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his colleagues clearly remain devoted in principle to the
public-school system as a social institution; and it is here
that I begin to be troubled by their assumptions. I have
much the same difficulty with most of the critics of the book
by Christopher Jencks and others on Inequalify , in which
Jencks concludes that schooling is not significantly comIated with subsequent economic status, and that thexchool
is therefore not the social institution &rough which to promote equality. Since Iencks is strongly committed to equality of economic opportunity, he recommends that this be
sought by dimct fiscal means like much more progressive
taxation. But his critics attack him as a crypto-elitist because their commitment to the school system as an institution capable of pmmotjng equality is so unquestioning.

They are convinced that it can help redress “cultural deprivadon” and must be made to, and that such people as
Jencks are therefore covertly supporting the ruling elites.
Set many of these critics am revisionist historians of education who insist, quite correctly, that the school always has
been the instrument by which the class structure of North
American society has been serviced and maintained. Why,
then, indeed, should cornmined egalitarians co@inue to
shorn up the school system instead of trying to devise other
arrangements for meeting the needs of the lower class directly?
Good schools, if one believes ihem to be possible, ate
certainly an attractive idea because they would be expected
to foster growth and development and thereby strengthen
those presently deprived rather than simply compensating
for their weaknesses. But the i&a that a publicly supported
school system will buck the established sLatus system in the
interests of social justice seems to me based on a miscon-

ception cif what the state is. I is the instrument of social and
economic power, and it was developed. in’its present and
familiar form, to promote the ends of industrial production.
The socialist sfates may be a little better than the capitalist
states at achieving a mom equitable distr$ution of goods
and services produced; but they are much more ruthless and
thomugh abqut assigning their cidzens to what rite authtities daermine to be their appropriate place in society.
But Martell and his colleaghes clearly believe that, by
achieving a major shift of political power in favour of the
working class, the state may become the instrument of sockd justice and the means by which the needs of a much
larger propprtion of its citizens may be met, through the
schools as well as by other political institudons. Much of
The Politics of the Canadian Pubic &ho& is therefore
devoted to the actual and potential mle of teachers’ unions
in various puts of Canada. The whole Quebec seiztion of the
book is made up entirely of papers about or by. the
Cqrpomion des Em&mm de Quebec; lhere are chapters
on the role of the British Columbia Teachers’ Federation in
the recent NDP victory and a rather anxious one about the
comparative passivity of the Omario Secondary School
Teachers’ Federation by Martell himself. Reading Msrtell
on teachers’ unions is rather like listening to an intelligerit
but fond parent talk about his children. He isn’t ullcritical,
and he understands and is candid about their faults: but his
assumption that they are lovable as well as significant and
that their gmwlh will eveolually benefit rhe whole country
becomes cloying. Stronger teachers’ unions will. I think,
lead IO improved schools because Ihe vulnerability and passivity of teachers, which add to their resentment, will be
reduced as they become stronger and better paid. And even
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if they did not, teachers would be well advised to build
strong organizations in their own best interest. But I think
Martell is dead wrong in expecting this to result in either a
better understanding with and of working-class parents or
more commitment to the dignity of pupils. One of the things
teachers’ organizations most frequently demand is niore
freedom to control children. In fact, one of the few things
Albert Shanker ever said to me was’that if children ever
expected to have any rights in school, they’d better harry up
and organize themselves. I’d buy that.
Most of the contributors to The Politics of the Canadian
Public School clearly regard their position as left-radicsl; if
so, I wish they would be a little more realistic, or at least

more generous, about class interests as well as class
confliii. Canada remains one of the few places - almost
the last relatively decent place - where it is even worthwhile to be middle-class. If you are middle-class - as
some of us, I believe, still are - this is an important and
valuable aspect of the Canadian social system. But
nationalism, with which this book is rife, is now being more
and mow effectively urged upon the Canadian bourgeoisie
to obscure its legitimate class interests. Legitimate? Damn
righr; it was precisely in order to legitimate those class
interests that the bourgeoisie invented the titional state.
This is no time to forget the good lessons Marx taught us,
even though he might wish we would. 0

A BI-FOtXJ!5 ONbARRY LORD

The History of Painting in
Canada: Toward A People’s Art, by
BARRY LORD’S The Histom of . BsrrY Lord, NC hs% Illustrated,
2J3 pages, $6.95 paper.
PaintinS in Canada: Tow&d ;
People’s Art has finally appeared.
gr,oups have been dispersed or otherMany people had known he waswriting
it, and were waiting for it with varying
wise drastically altered by white socidegrees of anticipation or opprehenety.
sion. I suppose my own feelings were
The second chapter deals with the
mixed on the matter. It is ao ambitious
early painting of Quebec and with its
book. as I had expected, and a
historical and cultural background. At
significant addition to our.growing colthis point Lord introduces what are
lection of basic writings in Canadian art
normally called “primitive” Paintings
history and criticism, so essential to a
and begins to build a case for them as an
continuing tradition of Canadian culindigenous tradition of painting in
ture and to a good look at the forgotten
Canada. Much of this material is taken
figures of Canadian painting, particufrom Russell Harper’s People’s Art:
Naive. Art in Canada, although Harper
larly Joseph L&an? and William G.R.
maintams, incometly I think, that the
Hind.
artists he writes about worked in isolaLord’s book attempts to deal with
tion. It beeoines clearer at this point, as
areas that are not normally covered in
general histories of easel Painting. He
Lord introduces historical and
begins with a chapter titled “Painting
economic examples to reinforce hik asof the Native Peoples,” in which ,h
sessments, that the simple, in fact CMcovers the art of tbe aboriginal peoples
descending, language he uses to give
of Canada. He includes comments on
the examples begins to contain loaded
the social setting and on the influence of
words suchas “imperialism,” “patriotic,” “straggle.” etc. These words are
the arrival of the Europeans. Since
most if not all aboriginal art is not ilintroduced with a simple description of
tb,eir meaning; and from then on they
lusionistic but uses signs and conventions understood by the people of its
appear fgquently in the text, turning
particular culhne, the only way to demany people off in the process, I SW
cipher the works in question is through
pea. It’s a phy, because there am simreference to writings by people like
ple unloaded words that could have
Henry Schoolcmft, who knew some of
been used in each case.
the artists and who was told first-hand
In the chapters on Upper and Lower
of the meaning of the stylized represenCanada, a theme similar to that which
tations. Lord does this with careful
runs through Dennis Reid’s Concise
“readings” of various works, using
History of Canadian Painting makes
original material by people such as
itself felt: that many Canadians have
developed original and signi6cant work
Schoolcraft. As well. he makes a cbnvincing plea in this chapter for the mindependently of the styles in the world
mm_of confiscated potlatches of the
art centres, only to become imitators of
West Coast Indian tribes from 1be
the major international styles after exRoyal Ontario Museum-a suggestion
posum to them - most significantly
madedifficult incases whereaboriginal
cqrrtinuedonpge3$
20
By GREG CIJRNOE

BY L&ANDRE RRRGERON
THE TRADITIONAL histories of
Painting have perpetuated themythtbat
“the artist is a free soul who creates
paintings purely out of his imagination;
thedeoler, adedicated lover of the arts,
discovers these paintings in the artist’s
studio and decides to give them an exhibition in his gallery; thecritic, a disinterested observer with a line eye for
“quality,” reviews tbe exhibition in
his art magazine or newspaper column;
the collector, equally devoted to
aesthetic values, reads the review and
visits the exhibition to add this new
artist’s paintings to’ his collection;
finally, the curators and an historiatts
contribute their knowledge of the past
and ability to analyze the profound
meaning of the artist’s work, and decide to include him in a major group
show that associates him with similar
artists Past and present; or they grant
him the highest reward, a one-man retmspective exhibition that shows how
6very littlepencil markheevermadeon
a piece of paper is all a part of his
magnificent and mysterious life’s
work, thereby ranking him among all
the geniuses of history!”
Barry Lord’s book, from which
this quotqtion has been taken, is
a masterstroke at demythifying
painting in general and Canadian and
Qdbecois painting in particular.
Going over painting in Canada from
native blanket painting to Greg
Comae’s mural of the R-34 (intended
forDorval airport), Lord applies a truly
scientific approach to this art. The
painter is not a “free soul” like a
Moses on the mountain waiting for
aesthetic dictates from on high. The .
painter is a human being, a social being
integrated in a specific society, and in
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this case, a class society. Because of
the fundamentalcontradictionofaclass
society, that is the necessary clash between the ruling class and the oppressed
classes, the attist, like any one else,
must situate himself in the class sttuggle. Usually of oppressed-class origin,
he must soon deciie if he is to serve the
mlers of his society and therefore paint
what the rulers pnfer for the perpetuation of thcii rule, or express in his
works the plight and struggle of the
oppessed classes of his society. Each
artist consciously or unconsciously
makes this decision. In native society,
“the main job of the artist was to produce crests for clans. These crests
identified who owned the objects,
whose house or village you wen in,
and what their tights were. They also
told the legends of the clan that aupposcdly justified how it got its rights.”
In Qu&ecois society in the years preccdhtg the Revolution of 1837-38,
painter Antoine-S%astien Flamondon
does a portrait of Louis-Joseph
Papineau. “a notary’s son who became
lawyer, was elected Speaker of the
House. In the course of the next 15
years ha gathemd over 87.000 signatures on petitions of pmtcst to London
in his sustained campaigns for greater
the people and less for the appointed
agents of the British bourgeoisie. By
1833 he was calling on the Conayens to
boycott British merchants’ goods and
to draw their savings from the Britiahowned Bank of Montreal.” Plamondon
has clearly decided to paint the
Canayen petty bourgeoisie on the rise.
But he paints as a colonized artist, an
artist who had to go to the metropolis of
the an world of tha time, Paris, tolwrn
the official style of neo-classical painting. At the same time, another artist,
Joseph L&at6 chooses to paint like a
uue Porti& tbe plight of the people
during the cholera epidemic in Quebec.
But which attist is considered by the
traditional art professors and critics as
the artist of the Qu&ecois scene of that
period? Krieghoff. Why? Because
Krieghoff depicts the Quebecois as the
ruling class liked to see them. Let us
look at his painting, “Merrymaking”:
when we remember Duiixua’r descripdon
of Ihe Canaye,u. however, md reflect that
palwings of this subject wue sold mpeafly
at awi~s in Quebec m Bririrl psfmnr.
air smiles fade. For here is Dwhsm’s
“race of men habitualed by the ineuJanl
labour of a rude and unskilled agrlcullure,
3ndbPbitu;lllyfondofaocial enjoymats.”
There carousing drunkards are fil only to
play the role of comedians to lhelr
“civilized” British rulers, who paid
Iireighoff well ID paint them in this scene
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his livelihood.” On the sidihe oaints
non-Jiious subjects like Y,‘&&tt

~inMdagrin.~~arrequivalenltoihe
minstrel shows in which black people at
Ulis time wrepmaueds~clcwmstowbite
slKll*ncer.
_

oupain” (189299):

The Qu&exois tradition had beyn with
lhe votive painters’ depictions of people
ovacuming danger. and had been brought
n its high point in the social document
painlinbs of Lig&. But in the long years
sfierthzddealoflhere.vlvtion (lhatistbc
rew,lutlon of 1837-38). the Church had
sewe.d its Bdllsh myters well by undermining my such confidence oftbepwple
in lheirpcwer. Leduc’s rendition isaccordinglycautiws: fheChurch*ssdRing hahdis
evidzm in the smsll scale. the subdued
i&s. Ihe uller stillnus md the qussisplrlbml atmosphere that suffises the
otherwise eathy maledaliQ of palntingr
like”Lerepasdnmfa.” lbisistheanof
colonial repression.

And so on through the British and
American regimes. Landscape artists
have todecide if they arc going to paint
Canadian landscapes as exotic scenes
for British patrons or as they an? for
those ‘patrons who live in Canada.
Robert Whale’s “View of Iiattiilton”
(1853) is more of the former group,
while so&what later the Gmup of
Seven try to develop a national landscape art:
Landscape historically Is a bourgeois M
form. TO achieve a natiaal an of lhe
GmMlll Imdscdpe. IhcRefMe. the rvppon
ofr wrio& bwrgeolrfe was needed. The
mdonsl bwrgcoisle are the middle-sized
capitnlllu in a colonial camby such as
Canada. They have a cerlnln rqard for the
national interest and lhe land. since their
capitsl and pmfits are nllzed pritipally
within lhe nalion. As adass it ls extremely
inrcllabk because ils members both want
m drive out the imperlalislr (so as lo in- pm6u) and.&mt m exploir pmple
(so as lo inqeare pmfils). Iuclarsimercsls
are clearly IO! saved by lmperlallst dcmination of lbe country. and at cerloin Sages
of the smmele for libemthm the national

During the dark ages c&X!hurch oppression in Quebec (fmm the 1870s to
,tbe 195Os), a painter like Oaias Leduc
is “totally dependent on the Church for
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Then later, other Qtibecois artists
like Borduas struggle to break through
the “spiritual blockade” surmunding
Quebec with a scathing manifesto
called Refis global (1948), a pmgres-:
sive attd~ rev&tionaty attack- foi the
oetiod butnettv-bouraeoisinitsoutlook
because it’do& not %entify with the
working people’s struggle against
capitalist exploitation.
Among Canadian painters. Charles
W. Jeffetys and Emily Carr are among
the few to paint the struggle of the people in Canadian history. Miller
Brittain’s “Workers Arise!” (1936)
shows how a painter chomes to stmggle with the workbtg class.
These are but a few examples of how
each Canadian and Qtibecois attist is
21
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but you will want to add ’
Gdombo’s Canadian Quota
tions, edited by John Robert
Colombo, to your own library.
It’s the most inclusive dictionary of quotations by Canadians.
or about Canada ever published
and offers ready access to over
6,000 quotations, with docu. mentation, from some 2,500
contributors. Here are all the
familiar quotations concerning
Canada - Leacock’s hyperbole,
Laurier’s prediction, Wolfe’s
dying words - plus a vast
treasury of lesser known and
virtually unknown material
culled from the lore and literature of the country. An indis
pensable reference work and a
handsome gift 752 pages;
$15.00. bited edition, signed, morocco bound and boxed
$35.00.

show’s regulars -Danny Fmkleman, Paul IRebert, Andrew
Allan, Maara Haas and many
others - plus rules for hopscotch, instructions for kites,
plans for a garden’plot and
much much more. Chinook
Day all year round! 248 pages;
37.95.

says Duke Redbii of Tales

from the Smokehouse, edited

by Herbert Schwarx and illustrated by Daphne Odjig. This
handsomely produced colleo
tion of erotic Indian legends
features fifteen stories-legendary and contemporary-that
reveal a little-known aspect
of native Canadian lore-its
dynamic sexuality. Fifteen ,
colourplates. 88.95
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is the title of one of this year%
most popular gift books. Hundreds.of thousands of radio
listeners enjoyed .CBC’s ‘This
Country in the Morning?‘; tens
of thousands of readers will
want this brightly ilhutrated
collection of the program’s
most memorable interviews,
documentaries, letters, contests, recipes, essays, and howto’s. Contributions from the
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siluated and analyzed. This book is revolutionary. Not only because it breaks
with the traditional bourgeois interpretation of painting but because its
analysis is a Marxist revolutionary one.
Art is a tool in the class struggle. The
working people must wrench it from
the bourgeoisie to use it, among other
means, to overthrow that class and establish a socialist state.
This book is an absolute must for all
Canadians. The QuCbecois translation
now in progress will provide the
QnCbecois with a true revolutionary
view of their painters. 0
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Diary of a Dirty Old Man, by H.
Cordon Green, McClelland &
Stewart, 189 pages, $7.95elotb.
My Father’s House, by Jean-Guy
Carrier, Oberon Press, 95 pages,
$2.95 paper.
By PHIL LAPITIWER
IT’S HARD TO believe that H. Gordon
Green and Jean-Guy Carrier are both
writing about the same rural Quebec.
They appear to have inhabited two different planets, and to possess attitudes
and perceptions light years distant from
each other.
Diary ofa Dir0 Old Man is about a

Jdyear-old farmer-teacher. more or
less H. Gordon Green himself I take it,
who fells in love with a very young girl,
much to the discomfort, needless to
say, of his wife and the girl’s father.
fify Father’s House is a sequence of
short stories about the hard life of
young William Moreau as he comes of
age in a village in Bellechasse County.
Carrier, who left Quebec as a young
man, now lives in Ontario and writes in
English. Green is an experienced and
often-published writer whose work has
appeared in hfaclean’s, Reader’s Digest, Weekend and other periodicals.
Green’s dirty old man is. alas, really
quite clean. He’s a sensible, foIksy old
fella whose affection for young Sherry
Mclver grows into love slowly and,.*
luctantly. Evil-minded readers hke
myselfwhoexpectfromthe book’stitle
that its contents will be the anarchic
slaverings bf a prurient old nprobate
will be disappointed. This book is. in
fact, an easy mad and may quite safely
be given tqaunts. uncles and parents
forchristmas.
- .._..__-.__._. -_ ___
_~,
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The diary, coveting a period of
roughly two. years. provides Green
with a chance to voice his displeasure
with the lpss of oldskills and values and
the pnvalence of modem foolishness.
Fmm his vantage point ofrmalfelicity,
he laments instant foods, computerized
education, the decline of maple syrup
and the sad passing of upper and lower
berths in railway trains. Then? is also
some good.advice (on page 147) on
how to bake a porcupine, which will
come in handy when everything breaks
down.
Green’s formula is the shameless
concoction of a dbty old writer: take a
nice guy wllo can do things like skin a
muskrat and shear sheep, who likes
books and is good with kids and dogs;
add an engagingly direct and mtbelievably uncomplicated girl yearning for
the simple life of the land; and pepper
with farm animals and a bit of sex. The
result is a Disneyesque idyll for the
1970s. I&.sistible.
Carrier’s world is lunar terrain eompared to Green%. The style of My
Fa&r’s House is terse, minimal and
stony. Perhaps too much so. The life of
the pe.ople is given such bare expression that they seem to’me as faceless
and anonymous as the cloaked figure in
. the Jean Faul Lemieux painting reproduced on the book’s cover. As in a
Lemieux painting, the stories are filled
with desolate. silent spaces, those of
“man grand pays solitaire.”
In one powerful story. a village
pri+. Father Alexandre, who is normally forbidden to preach because of
some unexplained aberration in his
-past, does by stratagem mount the pulpit. He speaks with painful directness
to his people: “We are afraid of each
other, even in this small place. . . We
musn’t frighten each other with ,our
simple meanings:” They cannot endure this; at the end they slip out of the
church. their eyes averted, “dark
figums shufsing ln silence.” banother
stiry, WiJiam. grown to manhood,
tums away from love with ThSse, his
friend’s wife. Some nameless gap
opens between them. William curls up
in cold sheets, the house creaks in the
wind,,TM&e weeps in another room.
Carrier’s perception is of “the bitterness of things and the pallor of
human faces.” His country is a place
you leave befoon petrification into ice or
stone sets in, and William, in the end,
does leave -for Ontario. At the close
of Green’s bbok;his diarist has settled
!zomfortably in with his young mistress
and fine herd of beefcattle. It sure helps
to have 350 acres. 0 .
---_. -. --_
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Tbe Coming OF Winter, by David
Adams Richards, Oberon, 259
pages, $8.95 cloth.
By PAT BARCLAY
WHAT IS THERE to say about a first
novel of such superlative tedium as The
Coming of Winter? That its author is 23
yearsold;that the tirstfivechaptersofit
were awarded the Norma Epstein prize
in creative writing in 1973; that (to
quote from the dust jacket) it is “an
obsessively honest picture of what it is
like to come of age whem there are no
imperatives, no illusions, nodreams”?
One cites these few shreds of evidence for the defeace almost wistfully,
as if honine that the act of committine

.

the blunif&t oftienovel’s f&e from
the mind. But it doesn’t work. One is
left with the unpleasant task of exhuming a work much better consigned
JO oblivion.
The Coming of Winrer paints a sullen
portrait of the life of one New Brunswick family as its 20-year-old son
comes of age and marries. The pxents
are miserable, the son is taciturn or
enraged in their company, the daughter
sings in the bathtub “as if everything
was good.” When we catch a glimpse
of the bride-to-be she is gowling as
often as not. The son’s friends booze it
up, play senseless practical jokes, and
one of them is killed offstag6. There’s a
funeral and later a wedding, tid ao
atmosphere of joylessnes common to
both. Common to the novel, in fact.
There’s something listless about all the
characters except one; something that
makes the reader want to shake them
into animation, into feelings that are
not repressed for once, into articulation
of their strangulated thoughts.
The one exception is John Delho. a
nihilistic paloftheson’swhosmacksof
James Dean and Gordon Pinsent’s Rowdyman. Delano is twice as alive as
Kevin, the wooden hero. When he
plays a malicious brank on Kevin’s
wedding day a reconciliation of sorts is
effected between father and son. Offstage again, that is. One concludes that
the author, aware of his own limitations, has avoided his few moments of
potential drama like the plague.
He can squander four pages on a description of Clinton Dulse dressing for

his son’s wedding. though. If you’re
looking for an author who can wring
every last drop of emotional tension out
of the act of knotting a tie, Richards is
your
man.
- .
Here is an account of Kevin out hunting:
Then he stopped. silent. stiffened. No
mevemmt. ll~t even shoutdering his rble.
notcventha~. Andhirplse, hewuldhwr
his pulse as il rushed everything through
him. Tbe de&ned pale excitement of hi
f a c e : Evuylhiw II Ihat nmmem WES
weightless . . . that instant he craved for il
IO be Ihere, noticing nothing . but only
the brown hide of Ihe animal . . lhmugh
Letbin
twigs.
:

The next moment, our hero has shot a
cow.

It’s symbolic, in a way, of the whole
novel - heading out loaded for deer
and bagging a &w. Maybe the real
trouble with The Coming of Winter is
that it’s too painfully Canadian. It’s as
unlike the recklesp high spirits of
American Groffiri, for instance, as porridge is fmm popcorn. A steady diet of
first novels like this one would be
enough ‘to subvert ,rhe most diehard
nationalist among us for life. 0

A

bowl full

of mints

74t New Canadian Stories, edited
by David Helwig and Joan Harcoart,
ObeFon Press, 155 pages, $6.95 cloth
and $3.50 paper.
By MIC&4BL SMITH
THE BEST THING about New Cana&a Stories is that these stories really
am new. Too many anthologies tradF in
shop-worn stories by sometiihes
shop-worn writers until by sheer mpetition they turn into something akin to
Canadian classics. Such book4 are’
onen a disappointment, because so
moth of so many of them-is siuff you
almost can’t have escaped having read
at least twice in the past. But Oberon
Press accepts for this annual collection
only submissions that have n,ever been:
published before. And that alone is
nearly enough to make this book
worthwhile.
As in Oberon’s thre’e previous annuals, contributors range ‘fmm the obscure to the weighty, fmm a first story by
Margaret Gibson Gilboord - about an
incandescent (her word) madwoman
named Ada - to others by Harold

1

1

I-Ion-nod, Timothy Findley and Alice

Munm. They tinge in quality from fair.
to dazuzling. and it’s interesting to goe~s
how many writers actually try (you
have to submit a year in advance) to get
intothiscollection, whichisbecoming,
by reputation anyway, a sort of
guidepost to current tmnds.
This year, for instance. there’s a new
conkibution to the apparently healthy
germ (Margaret
CanAfrican
Laurence-Dave Godfrey--Hugh
Hood) in “Rapuozel” by Audrey
Thomas. Her story perhaps most resembles those of Margaret Launnce
because it deals witb the problem of
freedom, this time in the form of a lone
young woman travelliog in Africa in
sesreh of “meanings.” But it’s much
mom impressionistio than the stories
Laurence writes. and - fortooately much less disposed toward the
travelogue
to mark too
. style
. . that. seems
.
many smnes set ammo.
Similarly, Harold Honvood sets his _
“Coming to an End” on an unnamed
West Indian island. It starts out strong
as a trweller, apparently a tourist. tries
to explore the exit mutes fmm a nightmarish rural ghetto and somehow manages to mislay his car. But the ending
seemed to me too impIausible, too
facile to fit, to frighten, or ultimately to
appear real.
W.D. Wgardson carries on the
Hugh Gamer tradition of bold action
writing in “Hunting,” which takes
three deer hooters-two of them new
at it - thmugh a gag-and-vomit on
moonshine to a violent calamity. By
contrast, Timothy Findley’s “The .
Book of Pins” portrays a stylishly decadent encounter between a droggy
bitch-writer and her gay paramour that
depends upon pore indolence to pnserve its perfect form.
Seven of these dozen stories am written in the first person; and in several of
these the narrator is ao active character.
Generally this works well, and leads
the writerS into casual. simple stories
instead of the fruity verbiage that
third-person writing sometimes brings.
Fred Euringer’s “The Rat and the
Goose” is the most casual. I think,
opening like a barroom tale: “And then
another one of,my phobias goes back to
an affair I had with a rat.”
Of COURC, the great daoger in this is
the chance that a story will dwindle
from good fiction to mundane reminiscence, which seems a serious problem
in David McFadden’s “The Fleasores
of Love..” But there’s a knife edge
where memory and fiction meet, and
nobody writes in the first person better

‘MORE
CANADIAN.
POCKET

BOOKS

I

IhE AFFAIR by Earl Knlokafbooker
(75744.. .$1.5q

ULTIMATUM by Richard Rohmer
(7e755.. . $1.50)

A realistic modem mmanca aboul the prtvate li~ofteaohersw~n~~edocalional wnsultentfmm Lo&n. On&lo. A
powerful story with all tha emotlonal impactofLo%9slory.

The suspense-filled novel which topped
the Canadlsn best-seller list for many
months. A dramatic oonlrontatlon be~~enCBllsdasndUleUniledStalasover
ene~reso”rees--wahUleuglYthrsalof
war. -

THE LAST CANADIAN
by Willlam C. Helne
(75745..

. $1.50)

The first ncwel ty William Helne, WBIIknown .!&hadlan joumsllst and edltor 01
the London Free Press Is a terdtylng adventure skny. A gen warfare “accldan~‘.
wipes out North Am&a and a lone
Canadian survlvur makes his way amoss
a dead continent - hunt?d both by the
Russian and Western governments as a
plaguecarder who Is a menace to life
evatywfwm In the world.
MAY YOUR FIRST LOVE BE YOUR
LABTbyQregoryClark
(750032.. .81.95)
Greg Clark, aulhor ot a &en books.
relgnsstillasthedeanotCanadiaonewa
papermen - humorist - reportar-ouldoorsman. lhls lamous collectton of his
rom~aandwhimsyrelmstoprlnlasa
POCKET BOOK.’

ii;ylSE OF HER OWN by Robert F.
q5599. . $1.50)
A polgnsnt Story ot .a Veneroslan
pmstlhrte’s plan tosave enough money to
open her own aslabllshment - and the
crisis created when she falls In low.

PRO HOCKEY 74f75 by Jlm PmudIwt
(75750. . . $1.95)

annual refarenca book and forecad
whkh has become the hockeyfan’s bible,
writtan by the Sports Editor 01 The TP
mnto Star. Complete hockey records and
50ptntos ofstarplayers.
The

ONE DAYM THING AFTER ANOTHER
by Hugh,Gamer
(75591 . . $1:95)

BOBBY HULL by Jlm Hunt
(75680.. . $1,25l?,

The award-winning aulhor of Cabbegetown and storm wow, tells the
elooryofhlsllfeasaCanadian writer-his
early struggles, his bsltles In the Spanish
Civil War and In the Royal Canadian Navy
-and his baffles wllh editors. lllustratad
with photos of hls turbulent carear.

The tlfe story of The First. Mllllon Dollar
Hockey Player, a player desttned for
greatness fmm lhe time he firs1 laced on
skatas. IIIuslmtsd wtlh photos 01 his plau:
klg carear. Wdttan by one of Canada’s
beat sporls mmmentators - Jlm Hunt,
Sports Dimclor ot Radio Station CKEY.
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than Alice Munro. Her “fiomc” is a
troubling story, a *turn to the Western
Ontario commyslde that she has explaited through three books. Now she
travels home as an adult writer, back to
hex step-mother and 72-year-old father,
who is presumably dying, in a way that
appears to stir her so swongly that she
must comment on it-and onher writing itself-in a seriesof factual asides.
MUNO tells at one point how she has
used up the small town of her passt; in
this story h6r past has caughtup. Her
newly vulnerable father seems so distint from the father of the country girl
in many of her stories. The town has
become imprecise, while it’s interesting that she names such real places as
London and Teeswater. which before
‘she might well have disguised. She
isn’t able to give a fictional eliding, and
closes instead with a commentary on
what no//y happened next - where
fiction meets the facts.
Despite the np&age;the prize in
this story is that it still works so well as indeed do so many stories in this
book:The editors note: “Now and then
a reviewer announces that the short
story is dead.” Well, this reviewer isn’t
going to - and we owe a lot to Obcmn
Press for helping give these stories a
needed breath of life. 0

NEW POETRY
.4t Ft’ar with the U.S.A.
George Bowing

52.50

Imafo 2 0
George Bowering, ed. 55.00
SpetZs & Biusingr

David Bromige

S2.50

Speech sucks

Victor Coleman
S&x
Gerry Gilbert

54.50
54.50

w.nscanadale~ten
Roy Kiyooka

S4.50
Sleverron
Daphne Marlart
56.00
Love:
‘4 Book of Rcmembrancu
bp Niihol
54.50
The Stick
George Stanley
83.50

Origins ad
Iemop

ANNOUNCING
THE ANATOMY
OF RACISM:

Canadian Dimensions

‘I

illustrated
David Hughes conlributes the first
half of the book which is concerned
with the physiological basis of race physical anthropology.
Evelyn Kallen follows with an
equally long section on Ihe peoples of
Canada- not only the indigenous or
rounding groups. but the people who
scetually inhabit Canada. The book has
very recently won them the $5,000
CANADIAN HUMAN ‘RIGHTS
FOUNDATION award.
A
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Atlantic Crossing& by David Iielwig, Oberon Press, unpaginated,
$4.95 c.loth and $2.50 paper.
In Search of Owen Roblln, by Al
Purdy, McClelland & Stewart,
$12.95cloth.
Change-Up: New Poems, by
Raymond Souter, Oberon Press,
unpaglnakd, $2.95 paper.

through a slave-trader fmm Africa and
Columbus in Jamaica to the Norsemen
who found Vinland. These poems are
also, according to the blurb, “explorations of pain.” Especially when, as
hem, the poems’ contexts am primitive, it iseasy foiaconcem’withpaln to
lapse into self-$lty or sensationalism,
the lalte-r a trap Helwig does not always
avoid. At his best, however, he has a
superbly economical clarity. as in Columbus’s “I lie on emth/that never
was/before my faith. I found thll
world.” Through the simple, sometin& ironic, registering of relevant detail, Helrvig has created memorable
wcnes and recreated in tactile human
terms the atmosphere of remote and
savage worlds. The controlling intclligence is evident but, except in the last
seciion, “The Vinland Saga,” where
the speaker is a Wyman, the poet’s emotional commitment is more ambiguous.
The details of the book arc fine, the
total meaning less clear.
It is cwtainly no lack of emotional
commitment that makes Raymond
Souster’s MW book disappointing. Always a populist poet, Souster retmns
now rather too frequently lo the same
subject matter - wines asking for
handouts, nostalgia for the innocence
of youth, foreshadow@ of the pathos
of age, reminiscences of the war and a
host of randdm epiphanies from everyday life in downtown Toronto. These
are not trivial subjects but the attitudes
they evoke have become predictable the diminwndo celebration, the obvious irony - and sometimes the overt
moral comes too pat,.the significance is
imposed on too slight a vehicle. Of
course there are still several fine
poems. “My Hmvest Quickens,” for
instance, describes how poplars shed in
the fall and concludes,

By CI-IRISTOPHRR LEVRNSON
IN THE LAST few years in Canada,
the long poem and the poem sequence
seem to have been gaining ground, and
with them a preoccupation with some
of the themes that the lpng poem is best
equipped to handle - the search for
national and personal origins and the
relationship of modern man to his past.
Allantic Ciacsings by David Helwig
treats the traumatic prelude to the New
W&Id in a sequence of four poems
about attempted and actual crossings
from St. Bmndan in the sixth century,
\

and exhibits a complete congruence of
mood and technique that is moving in
its restraint. “One of our Aircraft,”
“Our Good Reliable Nathan” and at
least the first half of “To My Cat Minou
Murdered by a Neighbow” are witness
to Souter’s skill in effective understatement and them anz shorter poems,
sqchas “Not the Flooding River,” that
mark a real departure in terms of ca- ,.
dence and phrasing. All the more unforlnate, then, that so many poems seem
to aim no higher.than a stock response
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and state rather than evoke “despair,”
“loneliness” and the other big abstmc:
tions.
What Pmdy and Helwig in their different ways share, and what Souster,
whatever his other virtues, lacks, is historical imagination. Pmdy has given
proof of this in many of his best poems
but never in so sustained a way as in his
long poem In Search of Owen Roblin.
Here he makes for himself “the
privilege of finding a small opening/in
the past” by focusing on his own locality at Roblin Lake, Ontario. and on his
memories or relics of two figures, his
grandfather and Owen Roblin. The
motivation for this particular inquiry is
personal. perhaps egocentric, as he
admits in the sometimes-too-ovett final
paragraphs. But by thoughtfully interfusing his own present with the roots
that he finds, he is able to create a sense
of intimacy with the early 19thcenUy
Canadian past that transcends the
merely local and personal. Curiosity
leads to a sort of reverence, though
always elm-eyed and uusolemn: at one
place he evokes his grandfather as a
“personal family myth as real as hamburger.”
The form, too, is mom apt than one
might suppose. Putdy’s normal verse
medium is colloquial, unemphatic. In
fact the lines hem are shorter and
rhythmically mom interesting than
usual and capable of great Bexibility of
tone and intensity. At times near prose
in the “bridge” passages of documentation that any long poem needs - a”
aCNd New York State anti-loyalist
edict is inserted verbatim - they rise
elsewhcm to passages of beautiful lyrical dialogue between a” exiled Loyalist
settler and his wife, between Purdy’s
nonagenarian grandfather and P&y
himself as a child, or, on one occasion,
to a lyrical (and thematically entirely
fitting) description of birds building
their nests.
What holds the poem together is
Purdy’s abiding concern with the relativity of time and with the necessity of
communication and understanding
with both past and future. The poet
begins by looking at posedphotogmphs
of ancestors and wondering

poem Pmdy decides that
he has “somehow become his
grandfather’s memory.” Aimed by Bob
Laler in the

_

Wailer’s photographs of- local trees.
barns and fences, that strike ty their’
doeunmntary relevance rather than by
any self-consciously arty quality, this
nmmory becomes, as was surely intended, a microcosm of one aspect of
the Canadian experience. A beautifully
produced book, except for its irritating
fad of non-pagination that it shams with
the other two,.this poem has too much
to say to ail of us to remain a coffeetable luxury item. 0
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Gl serge Bowering

pp paperback $400
4fI porlraita of 48 fellow-wlttera
oompanled by snapshots
;am the author’s collection.
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I he plough
and its stars

salt of the ,lkth, by Hesther
Robertson, Jam Lmimer 8z Company, jhstmted; 224 pages, $17.50
cloth.
By RICHARD JXNDON
THIS SUPERBLY produced book cont&us a selection of first-hand accounts
of homesteading in the Prairie provinces between 1882, the year of the
railway, and 1914. During that period
some two million settlers poured onto
land that had become generally accessible fti the 8rst time. The literary records, taken from letters, dies and

3E STCRY SO FAA/S

iited by David Young
8 pp paperback $4.95
odes by Fee Daweon.
?rra”ca Healh, George -ring
Ml Cohen, Gerry Gilbert.
am Veitoh. Daphne Marlett.
p Nichol. David McFadden,
A. Bronson, A.BA. HarrIson.
‘ade Bell. Doug Waters,
ubert Selby Jr. end
rm. 5. Burroughs.

siderably enhanced bilZQ photographs
made, for the most part. by the hardy
professional photographeti who set .up
shop with the founding of each Prairie
town.
There is an immediacy about this
work and a clarity and precision that is
historically effective and often personally touching. This is not a developed
academic view of Western migration,
but the primary source material itself,
although the me” and women who
wrote down their bxpcriences and
photographed themselves and their sur-

THE STORY SO FAR

emble lhistorical perspective. They
realized intuitively that what they had
to say about it would be important in the
future. Heathei Robertson has chosen
excerpts from the best writing and presented them with the best photographs.
simply, without comment, but arranged according to broad subject
FPmgs.
The accounts range from a de&p
tion of the appalling conditions.aboard
an immigrant boat, previously used for
transporting cattle, to precise instmctions on how to construct a sod hut.
Although most of the stories an
‘founded on rural homesteading and the

The Coach House Press

4 Dl Humn Street freer)
T bmnto, Ontario M5B 265
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attempts to wrest a living from the soil,

Joe Rcsenblatt and Hart
Bmudyarencuavailablefcr
combined lectures,
exhibltlcne, readlngs’and

wcfkahcps.
Joe Rcsenblatt’s work has been
purchased by the Art Gallery of
Ontario, and he has had several
exhibltlcns In Toronto. He has
published seven books cl poetry
and has appeared ifi numeroue
anthologies. His latest bock Is
Dream Craters. publlshed by
P r e s s Pcroepic.
Hart Bmudy has shown work in
Amsterdam 8 Canada. His
concrete poetry has appeared In
5 anthologies and he has
published three volumes ol

concrete poetry. His latest bock
IsAbcokofA,publishsdby
blewointment press
Forfufiherinformalregardlng
fees and times, please cantact:
Julia or Stephen Gadatsy,
Gadatsy Gallery,
112 Ycrkville Ave., Toronto
(416) 9254257
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them ate also stories of the fcunding of
banks. stores, and barber shops.
Chinese restaurant owners, Jewish
homesteaders, Dcukhobcr farmers
whose women had to pull the plcughs
to break the first sod, the North-West
Mcunled Police, who. acecrding to the
account published here. spent a great
deal of their time pursuing deserters
from the force, and the scions of the
English aristcoracy, all contribute their
experiences. A recumnt theme is the
harsh Prairie winter: the effect of the
bitter cold on people caught unprepared; the blizzards that could cover a
man so effectively that his body wasn’t
found until the spring; and the bleak
desclaticd of the bald landscape.
The. photographs am stunning. Although the techniques of the time meant
that most are obviously posed. the pecple are arranged in relation to tbeit sorrcucdings so that the pictures have the
qualities of objectivity and permanence. A man and a woman, formally
dressed in serge and taffeta, seated in
fmot of their tiny s&k, speak elcquendy of the difficulties of maintaining the standards of their age in a basically hostile environment. An impressive sense of isolation is. given, with
buildings and people shown in relief
against the flat Prairie.
This book is a tribute to the pioneet
writers and photographem whoseJeal
artistic abilities serve impressive ends,
and to the archives which have longsightedly preserved so much of this
valuable material. It is also a tribute to
the sensitive skills of Heather Rcbertson. who has assembled what must be
one of the best books co the Canadian
west. q
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Six War Years 193pB5: Memories

of Canadians at Home and Abroad,
by Barry Breadfoot, Doubleday, lllustratad, 417 pagas, $12.50 cloth.
By NEVILLE THOMPSON

EMPLOYING THE technique that was
so successful in Ten Lost Years
1929-1939: Memories of Canadians
Who Survived Ihe Depression, Bany

Broadfoot tmvelled across the country
once more with his trusty taperecorder, this time asking people to talk
about what they did during the Second
World War.

The memories he selected for publication are remarkably fresh andartioulate. This is a tribute to Bmadfcot’s
skill as an interviewer and editor but
also a reflection that, even more than
lhe Depression. the war was the great
event in the lives of those old enough to
remember it. Also, althcughBroadfcct
does not say how he chose his subjects
or what proportion refused to prticipate, it is reasonable to assume that the
people most willing to discuss their UCpetieoces wem those whose reccllectioos have been honed by ccostant re
petition over the years. who perhaps
remember with advantage what feats
they did in those days. Tlie shy, those
so profoundly affected that they have
tried consciously to suppress their
memories, and those whose lives have
been clammed with events for the past
30 years, are necessarily underrepresented. There is only cne.passage
in which a man struggles to find words
to express what the wat meant to him
and has to abandon the task. Of&n,
not being ordinary Canadians, are not
much heard fmm or highly regarded.
Fmggiog. apparently. was not uoknown in the Canidian army. There is
no real contribution ‘from French
Canada (though there is criticism from
other parts of the ccuohy) or from the
Maritimes. Thii is the waras seen from
the West sod Ontario.
Within these limitations, however,
Bmadfcct has produced a bock that
will be read with enjoyment by those
who lived through the war, with profit
by those too young to remember and
who oflen have the most stereotyped
ccnc+ico of it, and which will mmaic
a source of permanent value to historians writing about the war’s impact
on Canadian scoiety.
#These reminiscences testify to the
heroism, sacrifice. hard work, bondcm, brutality, shame and fatuity of the
war. But what it meant for most of
those persons Broadfoot interviewed
was freedom. At the beginning people
enlisted less for patriotism or to fight
Nazism than toeseapefmm theDepressicn. .Going to war meant a pair of
boots, a uniform, travel and sexual adienture, liberation from Boding family concems and the stultifying atmcsphem of rural and small-town Canada.
For those who stayed co the home front
it meant jobs and high wages, a return
to humao dignity after 10 lean years and
a wide range of opportunities to exer-.
cise individual ingenuity on small-time
profiteering, stealing and evading
official regulations. For most of the
survivors. the war years are bathed in
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the sweet nostslgic haze of the Legion

.souvenir. like old’love letters and baby
pictures, to be browsed tbmugh every
now and then with nostalgic smiles.
But it isn’t. It’s more like an old higbschool yearbook, looked at now in disbelief that you could ever have looked
like that. ot worn those clothes in public. Whatever it was that the program
bad on the air, for me and all those
others, glimmersonly occasionally and
faintly in tbii book.

ball on Saturday night. “It was a
party.” one of them told Bmadfoot. “I
enjoyed myself. I’ll never have so
much fun again in my life.” 0

A review

of

Peter Gzowski's

It isn’t because “there is no logical
sequence,” as Gzowski points out
early in tbcbook. That’s fine; that can
be fun if what you’re muddling amond
in is good stoff:Mucb of this is simply
boring. There are three interviews with
our last three prime ministers that re
veal absolutely nothing new or interesting about ‘them. Them’s “Dii of

Book /4bout
This Country
in the Morning
Peter Gzowski’s Book About This
Country ln the Morning, edited by
P.& Gzowski, K-rurtig, 229 pages,
.

.

By CARLA WOLFE
FOR THREE YEARS, along with
thousands of otbcr Canadian women,
I’ve been a little bit in love with Peter

Karen’s Regnaocy,” which. I found

dull and juvenile on. tbe air; it remains
so hem (tbougb my l2-year-old daughterlikcdit). My biggest disappointment
was discovming that delightful, acerbic, charming Andrew Allan couldn’t
write; what sounded incisive and amusing reads like Rod McKoen. Take for
example some of bis Christmas wishes:

Gzcwski. Because of spells of going tc
school, working part-timeand working
fall-time, I was never able to itidolge
myself in This Country in the Morning
five days a week; but on almost every

morning that I managed to spend at
home. Peter and friends kept me company. I miss him a lot, and I miss
Danny Fmkleman and Helen Hutcbinson and Joe Fann and the late Andrew
Allan and all the people who showed up
now and then to take part in peculiar
contests or sing songs orjust talk.
So I’d hoped that Peter Gzowski’s
Book About This Countty in the Moming would become a treasured
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CANADIAN
CHILDREN’S
ANNUAL -f 975
*superb collection of
slories. articles, poems
I
and actitilias for
Canadian children from 9-13.
*Nearly 50 Canadian
writers and arllsts
representad.
*Prolusely and beautilully .
illustrated.
*Cover Illustration by
William Kurelek.
*Full colourposterfoklout.
- “Olficial Monster Map
of Canada.”
*High quality, extra-large
format paperback.
* Soft Plastic LBmlnatad Cover
. 39.95
180 pages.
Potlatch Publlcatlons
95 Datawood Crescent
la3 495

We’re also given a script of

Gzowski, Danny Finkleman and
Robert Fulford &ding a scene fmm
Torzon of the Apes,, playing respectively Nanator. Tarzan and Jane. That
one was pretty funny on the air, but
hen it’s as flat as the page. Them are
contest entries - largely rewarmed
tongue-twisters and bgd limericks beginning “There once was a baby named
Justin,” although. there are‘ s&c4
good let& explaining.wby tbe writer
will be absent from work on Chinook
Day. (My.own priie goes to John Fsirbmtber of Fort Simpson, who explains

that his lead dog has a flat paw.) Them
are tbme letters from listener Vie Dardick tbat are fascinating, but all mpmduced in difficult-bread handwriting,
and in one case on a scale so small that 1
almost gave up halfway tbmugb the
first page.
As well, the art work is trendy and
superficial. There arc a few appealing
drawings. but tbe general impression is
of a sort of neo-primitive-art nooveaoblack liiht pokter stew. It may indicate

Harrison John MacLean &z4ves
one of the great Canadian
mysteries - what happened
to LaSalle’s ship, first vessel
to sail above Niagara Falls?
The story of her discovery in a’hidden cove on Lake
Huron where she lay for 300
years - is exciting Canadian
history. Illustrated. $7.95

aoce that; although fo& differentpeopie drew illostmti?ns for the book, I
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BLACKOUT
by Hubert Aquin
Translated by Alan Brown.
Aquin’o well known fictional
interests - revolution, murderz
science, medieval learning and

manic comedy - are combined
hem in one of his liveliest books.
S3.95 paperback

S8.50 cloth

THE FATAL WOMAN
by John Glasseo
Three strange and diverting novellas by I master stylist, including
Tire Blrrck Helmet, The Fulfilled

of E&&q Lust br ACtiLn1.
S3.95 paperback
58.50 &Ii
Dcrtiny

Available at a11

good book&r.

4T LAST. . .

coildn’t teJl ~bree of them apart without
consulting the list at the back of the
b o o k .
It’s not a total loss, though: A few
people come through as I felt I knew
them - Paul Hiebert and his bad
poetry, Marjorie Harris. &I women,
Harrv Bruceonanumberof things. The
repA on hockey in Humboldt-is still*
engrossing, as is “rhe Pincher Creek
Case.” an examination of several
points-of view in a case of industrial
pollution. One contest Lhal works hem
is the one to write a plot for Ihe great
Canadian novel. And there’s a nice Iitde trivia quiz, and some “how to” instructions for building a kite, starting a
vegetable garden, and even making a
Siwash racing hsrnesb for your husky.
But overall, the book is a crashing
disappointment. It’s hue that what’s
here is largely what was on the air, but
where it belongs is on the air. Please.
Peter, give up compiling books and
come back to the CBC. 0

Extemal’s
quiet affairs
Snow Job: Canada, lhe United
States and Vietnam (1954 to 1973),
by Charles Taylor, Anansl, 209
pages, $SSO cloth and $3.95 paper.
By J.A.S. EVANS

complete
exciting
13 colour plates
over 200 pictures
cloth Sl I .9:
paPer 86.95
0s. Box 4010. Station A, Toronto, 0

CANADA’S ROLE in Vietnam was
nehher large nor glorious: a circumslance that has never bothered me in the
slightest. Canada was a member of the
International Control Commission set
up by the 1954 Geneva,Agreements;
which allowed France to depart from
Vietnam whh some semblance of dignity. In 1972, Canada became a temporary, unwilling member of apother
internarional control commissiod that
allowed the United States .to abandon
the Vietnam war under the slqgan,
“Peace with Honour.” In between,
while the U.S. under President Johnson
was determined to win a victoiy in Vietnam, Canada made some peace initialives, and sold military supplies to rhe
Americans. This was a policy followed
by a good number of other countries; I
shall not guess which followed the example of which.
Four years ago, Chester L. Cooper.
an American diplomat who had been
involved in Southeast Asia since the
Second World War, published his
memoirs of the Vietnam involvement

__.__ .._._ --~

in a book tided The Lost Crusade.
Cooper was a shrewd observer. and a
balanced one: friendly to Canadians
whenever he thought about us, which
was doubtless seldom. His book appears in Ihe bibliography Charles
Taylor appends to his Snow Job.
Cooper refers .to one Canadian peace
initiative: in 1964, rhe U.S., in a
“somewhat unorthodox approach,”
“borrowed” a Canadian diplomat,
Blair Seaborn. a “bright and sophisticated official” who was Canadian representative on the ICC; Seaborn. acting
with the approval of our Prime Minister, was to ‘*cut through the layers of
public propaganda and private obfnscation” and delivera “clear signal” from
Washington to Hanoi. Seaborn’s mission achieved nothing. and the “effort
was soon dropped.” The whole incident, which occupies much space in
Taylor’s book, takes up only liltle more
than a page in Cooper’s book, and is
one of a series of such initiatives, all of
them unsuccessful. A second Canadian
peace move, this time headed by Chester Ronning, is not mendoned at all by
Cooper, and tias probably simply overlooked in Washington.
Yet this continuing effort of Canada
during the 1960s IO influence the U.S.
on Vietnam-an effort that seemed so
unimportant in Washington - is what
Charles Taylor’sSnow Job is all about.
Canada’s technique was “quiet diplomacy,” which involved gfving friendly
advice behind the scenes and generally
making oneself useful IO the Great
Powers. “Quiet diplomacy” had.made
Lester Pearson’s reputation as a dip
lomat. Charles Taylor argues that Vietnam demonstrated the bankruptcy of
the “quiet diplomacy” technique. and
he reacts with moral indignation at the
realization that Canada was used, and
that her diplomats were, in Cooper’s
word, “borrowed.” He is partly right:
“quiet diplomacy” did not work in
Vietnam, though there may still be a
place for it in other international disputes. Ba I cannot altogether share
Taylor’s indignation. Countries that
aim to make themselves useful, as
Canada did, must not be surprised to
find themselves used. Nor was our
country the only one that tried to make
itself useful in ending the Vietnam war.
We had many rivals. Our efforts were
neither as persistent nor as spectacularly ineffective as those of the British,
who were almost pitifully eager for the
kudos that a diplomatic settlement in
Vietnam would bring them, ifonly they
could engineer il. But the U.S. finally
withdrew from Vietnam only after she
-.-- .- ~.
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had balanced the profits and losses in
the war, and decided that abandoning it
was to her advantage. One lesson from
Vietnam for the Canadian Department
of External Affairs is that Gmat Powers
look after their own interasts asthey see
them, and no amount of “quiet diplomacy” will induce them to act otherwise.
The other lesson we should learn is
that Canadian diplomacy should act in
the same way and look after our interests. At no time in the 1960s does it
appear that anyone in Ewtemal Affairs
asked what advantage Canada derived
from our foreign policy. In fact, since
“quiet diplomacy” could only be SUCcessfid if Canada stayed on friendly
terms with everyone, it followed that
Canada must not be too forthtight in
standing up for her own interests, and
thus destroy her reputation for “mateship,” to borrow a term the former
editor of the Fitmcial Times. Miihael
Barkway. once used to describe the
main thrust of Canada’s foreign policy
towards the U.S. It has cost us a good
deal to maintain our reputation for
“mateship.” Weep no tears for the
demise of “quiet diplomacy,” if it really is dead.
Yet I cannot entirely agme with
Taylor’s verdict on our role in Vietnam. He is deeply disturbed. I am
faintly cynical. Canada, whose foreign
policies in the past have often seemed
only a generation removed from the
mission field or the United Churchparsonage, went into the real world and
found out that other powers looked to
their own advantage. So be it: ‘let us
look to omx 0

ad blldes’

of our “successful” conquest’of this
continent, we are beginning to recognize superior aspects in the traditional
Indian way of life. Bat to go beyond
that and take the Pelletier view that
e&y white custom and institution was
basically selfish and destructive, and
every Indian characteristic a virtue. is
simplistic and boring.
Part of the problem with No Foreign
Land is that the author generalizes fmm
the crises and experiences of his own
life when they don’t provide a basis for
doing so. His participation in Indianaid activities, for example, may have
been hypccritical, and mainly for the
purpose of gaining status in the white
man’s eyes (as he himself says), but
this hardly provides him with grounds
for condemning all Indian politics as
useless and imtppmptittte. And the fact

No Foreign Land: The Blograplly
of B North American Indian, by
Wilfred Felletier In collsboratlon
with Ted Poole, Pantheon Books, 211

pages, $7.95 cloth.
The Fourth World: An Indian Reali& by George Mamel in collsboration with Michael Posluns,

Collier-Macmillan, 266 pages, $7.95
cloth.
By RUTH BROUWER
IN THE FIRST half of No Foreign
Land. Wilfred Pelletier describes the
various stages in his 45 years of life: the
childhood on Manitoulin Island; the
guiding and other odd jobs that fol-
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lowed his early departore from a hated
educational system; the three futile attempts at white-collar businesses
prompting a two-year return to the tesetve; finally, the movt? to Toronto.
where he first-became involved in Indian cultoral and, political activities.. . for christmas
for vott.
A
less for their inherent interest than as
points of departme for the rhetorical
wanderings, broad generalizations and
internal contradictions that make up so
much of what is ostensibly a personal
biography. No Fo&t&md is a badly
written and ultimately empty book it
appears to be little more than an opportunistic response to the current wave of
interest in native traditions and omblems.
In a chapter entitled “l%e Indian
Business,” Pelletier describes the
years in Toronto when he became almost a professional delegate to, or organizer of, conferences and other actiyities relating to Indians. Eventually,
he says, he saw that Indian politics was
a total waste of time-and inimical to
the Indians’ whole tradition. At that
point he got obt of what he calls the
“bullshit circuit” and began “rediscoveting” himself and his people.
-Pelletier may think he escaped the
bullshit citcuit but it obviously Ien its
mark: he continues to talk much, while
saying little that is fresh or perceptive
about white-Indian relations. The decision to stop speaking in pubic on the
Indians’ behalf in fact hasn’t stopped
him from making all kinds of generalizationsabout whatIndiansdoanddott’t
do. what whites do and don’t do. And
always, the characterization is the
same: the Indian way is ggoa the white
wav is bad. Now that we white~Notih
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THEBANDS

CANADIANS

DANCED TO
“There are pictures Galore, a Good
foreword by Ehvood Glow and
heaps of reminders of the days.. .

when dancing was done t0 the
big bands . . . .”

. . . in the best illustrated book
of its kind that I can remember,
Helen McNamars and Jack lomas
have prasenred in print and
picture.. . . The Bands Catiadians
Danced To . . . .‘I
II

Gordon Sinclair, CFRB

142 PhataO: Full lndax $10.95

Griffin house
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.thet Pelletier thinks he’s finally discovad his own identity doesn’t necessarily mean that he can also identify a
set of characteristics as essentially Indian. In trying to do so he merely works
himself into a number of contradic:
tions.
Pelletier shouldn’t be held solely accountable for the contents or the trendy
(“People are where it’s really at”) writing in No Fpreign Land. Two functions of a collaborator, sualy, aie to
bring discipline to the selection of
mater&and skill totheirpnsentation. .
Ted Poole seems not to have been a
greathelp to hisfriend ineitherrespect.
In The Fourth World, George Manuel. president of the National Indian
&herhood, gives us a far different
and much better book than No Foreign
Lund, although he uses many of the
.same ingredients as Pelletier and in
some ways has a remarkably similar
background.
The title refers to Manuel’s concgpt
of a new and better world order. It is a
concept lacking inspecifics, but certain
essentials can be discerned. He speaks
of “the utilization of technology and its
life-enh!mcing potential within the
framework of the values of the people
of the aboriginal world.” In this new
order, aboriginal and colonizing peoples would live together in mutual respect, eschewing both apartheid and
assimilation. Manuel doesn’t see his
concept as impossibly utopian since.
.according to him, “the Western world
is gradually working its way out of its
former value system and into the value
system of the aboriginal world”.
If the preceding paragraph suggests
that The Fourfh World is an aerieFaerie book about an event&y glorious future, then I’ve done its author a
great disservice.. The book’s greatest
strength is its clear-eyed view of the
Indians’ experiences with white North
Americans, and in particular, their
mom recent expbriences with white
governments.
Briefly.reviwing the firstcenturiesof
white-Indian relations, Manuel makes
the sorts of observations that should
have been in our history textbooks but
never were. He points out, for exampie. that his people lost this continent to
Eumoean invaders not because thev
were’inhereotly more stepid. but b&
cause the skills iir which they ueelled
were not. the skills of war. ks school
children, we learned how poor Champlain was dragged into Indian quarrels.
Now, Manuel._reminds us how frequently the Indians were dragged into,
and devastated by, the transplanted
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hostilities of Europeans. Seemingly
small things, perhaps, but their omission from traditional versions of North
American history has coloured the way
whole generations have viewed the Indians’ past.
Manuel’s own experiences, both as a
private person and as a participant in
Indian politics, have naturally invplved
him mwt oflen with the federal government. It seems to me his book would
ba worth reading if only for the informal record it provides of the various
policies Indian Affairs has experimented with, and then dropped. The
common Raw in them all, he implies, has not so much been a lack of
goodwill as a lack ,of coherence,
forethought and consultation. True. in
the 1960s theritual of consultation was
carefully observed, but the century-old
habit of deciding in Ottawa was hard to
eradicate, as the 1959 white paper on
Indian policy clearly illustrated.
There are certainly exaggerations
and one-sided views in this version of
whit&Indian relations - but not
enough to discredit it. Usually Manuel
recognizes that selected government
documents, and other evidence, are a
far mare damning condemnation of the
white man’s past performance than any
amount of Indian rhetoric. More regrettable is his tendency to idealize the
Indians’ existence in the days before
European contact had irrevocably al-’
tered it. This, along with an inclination
to see white-odented federal programs
(such as DREB) in their ideal rather
than their actual, flawed forms, means
that he is almost inevitably going tobe
d&satisfied with any progiams implemented for Indians. Indeed, in his
final chapter, Manuel uses the phrases
“Home Rule” and “resporisible government,” in reference to Indian com-
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munities of the futere and generally

makes it clear that in the fourth world,
solutions and programs would no
longer be imposed on the Indian from
the outside.
The Fourth World is longer than it
need be. and the writing is uneven and
ofte’n carelessly edited. But in spite of
its flaws, it is i book with fresh and
important things to say about the Indians’ past, and about the possibilities
for their- and our-future. 0
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Ma kin presents
0 ? the past
Beyond Four Wails: The Origins
and Development of Canadian
Museums, by Arcbie F. Key,
McClellsntl & Stewart, 384 pages,
$12.50 cloth:
Hietorical Relies Unearthed in
New China, distributed by NC Press.
illustrated. 220 pages, $14 cloth.
New Archaeological Finds in
China, distributed by NC Press, Rlostrated, 72 pages, $1.25 paper.
By WALTER KLEPAC
THECENTRALFACI-oboutCanadiin
museums to emerge from Archie F.
Key’s study Beyond Four Walls is that
of their striking heterogeneity. The institutions considered in Key’s book
range from the large metropolitan pub
lie art galleries and the prestigious
natural histoty and anthropological
museums to the countless number of
quaint dwellings devoted to the histotieal mlics. native artifacts and geological curiosities of the local region.
While Key writes with the onfiltering clarity and the graceful, unforced
style of a man thoroughly at home with
his subject, he does not seem to be able
to see the forest for the trees. Key’s
fastidious, province-by-province verbal thumbnail sketches of (apparently)
each and every one of these institutions
fails in the end to give his reader any
real indication or feeling for their distinctly regional or national ceter.
Each museum seems to be treated in
isolation fmm ail the others. The lack
of any uniform set of criteria makes
much of what Key has to say about a
given institution seem arbitrary and circumstancial. This may also account for
the fact that the chapters tend to become
tedious reading after a short while. in
spite of their author’s obvious competence as a writer. That Beyond Four
Walls does not pmvide any coherent
overall pattern or fundamental concept
by which we can more cle;lrly comprehend the recent growth and increased public interest in this field may
be owing to Key’s failure to make
significant UK of comparisons between
similar types of museums within the
various provinces or between Canadian
institutions and those of Eumpe and the
United States. Such comparisons
would have no doubt illuminated dis-

tinctively Canadian and regional attitudes toward such things as museum
policies, underlying philosophies, educational programs and the relation of
the institution to its local community.
In his lively but ail-too-brief introductory chapters on the evolution of the
modem museum in Europe and North
America, Key argues that to offset and
contain the social unrest created by the
coming of the industrial age in the early
ISOOs, well-heeled tmsteeS urged that
their museums be made into sources of
moral uplift and education. This genem1 tendency toward accommodating
mass audiences and developing the
museum as a cultural and educational
resource for scholar and student alike
has dbminated museum thinking ever
since. In a real way it is responsible for
the recent and spectacular Chinese Exhibition at the Royal Ontario Museum
in Tomhto.
The considerable differences between seeing the works illustrated in
Historical Relics and that of actually
experiencing them first-hand undoubtedly provided the best possible argument for the ROM’s incurring ail the
costly and time-consuming prepamtions involved in bringing ‘the exhibit
from China (via Paris. Vienna.
Copenhagen and London) to Canada.
The sheer exhilaration one got from
coming in direct contact with an ersb
while exotic culture was proof of the
legitimacy and viability of the concept
of modern museum as a form of “educational entertainment.” Such an exhibition, together with its slick, extensive mass-media packaging, clearly estliblishes the ROM as a genuine part of
thepopularcultum, as it had never been
in the past.
Both the show and the book (printed
in China with a supplementary text in
English) should counteract the
man-in-thestreet’s stereotyped impression of Chinese culture as the exclu. sive domain of fantastic dragons and
Ming vases and delicate silk paintings
of life at court. With tremendous
economy and an une%ng sense of
selectivity, the exhibit convoys a vivid
impression of the totality of a society
and its people. Whereverpossibie.contemporary farm implements (such as a
small bronze scythe along with the
mould from which it was cast) were
shown at the beginning of a given
period or dynasty. This touch gave one
an almost subliminal insight into the
technology and mind that was capable
of producing a jade burial suit for a
princess or the flying horse of Kansu.
Similarly, the bmnze sword, which

Mrs. Porter’s Cook Book
and Housekeepers
Companion
by Mm. Porter, introduction
by Elma Elizabeth Perrin
Pealures off-beat dclectables~
from a bygone EM. . . oyster
@udding., mwhroom c&up,
~ealowy pufls, ancient mat&
en’s cake. This new book was
first published in 1891 by the
forerunner of the Ryerson
Press. Alongside her recipes
Mrs. Porkr giues chatty, ingeniow advice on a number
of social and domestic matters.
For tke lover of good food and
the collector of Victor&a.
$895

Food That Really
Schmeclcs: Mennonite
Country cooking
by Edna Staebler
Now in its 9th printin this
bes.%elle+ continues tof.
eltght
all those who love good food
Drawn from lradi:tonal Mcnnonite recipes for such dishes
~~~,~~~~~~~
wwm a n d humorous waecdotes.
$795

Canadian Cook Book.
by Nellie Lyle Pattinson,
revised by H. Wattie and
E. Donaldson
CompleLely rem&d a n d em
barged, thrr perennial favowite has sold ,ove+ 180,000 to
dale. A &sic “Canadian”
cookbook. jilled with everything the inexperienced and
gourmet cook shduld know.
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quietly asserts its potential force and
authority despite its small size and intricate silver illlay, spoke volumes
about the 250year period of civil wars
that immediately preceded the
unlticationofChina. Thephotographof
this sword in the book also eloquently
conveys the aspect of silent power but
in an altogether more symbolic,,far less
physical way. In the picture, the sword
seems to hover majestically above its
red felt setting. While we cannot tell
exactly what size it is, it strikes us as
being large and weighty. IN muted
silver body with its glistening edge
strongly suggests the Wagnerian rather
than the feudal. This is typical of the
kind of distortion to be found thmughout Iiistoiical Relics. Though the book
is invaluable for the richness of detail it
provides, its photographs lose the dcmonstratlve physical presence of the
actual objects and the Chinese artisan’s
exquisite masNry of scale. In short, as
fine as it is the book is no substitute for
hating seen the show.
Far less satisfactory is the inexpensive booklet, New Archaeological
Finds in China. With a few sprightly
exceptions, the majority of the essays
are dull and mechanical. More important, theediNrialcollective, inattempting to describe the purely archaeological significance of the recent excavations as well as the stylistic change-s that
the excavated objects represent, has
failed to do either task well. 0.

Fine lines but
loosely Moored
Henry Moore Drawings, by Sir
Kenneth Clark, McClelland Br
Stewart, ill&&d, 326 pages, $35
Cloth.
By GARY MICHABL DADLT
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IN A FAMOUS essay on the art of the
Bushmen in Vision and Design, Roger
Fry quoted a child’s definition of dmwing: “First I think, and then I draw a
line found my think.” And that. I
should imagine, is about it. At least+
Fry’s nameless child hit upon
drawing’s main impulse: it is the wake
left by the thinking eye.
For the sculptoc this is especially
true. Sculpture is a deliberately undertaken discipline frequently involving
elaborate, weighty, sldw, and expensive dealings with the material world.
For the sculptor, it is especially impor-

_
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Nnt that he draw., not only for the
pleasure of the thing itself (Moore has
written that “drawing keeps one fit like
physical exercises . . .“) but also so
that he might appmach his raw material
with a certain lucidity of mind. such
lucidity as he possesses having come to
some extent from preliminary drawing.
So it is that the drawings of the sculptor
seem to us perhaps mom energetic,
more revealing, mom immediate than
do the drawings of the’painter (for
whom drawing seems a logical and expected alternate medium).
Moore is a brilliant sculptor. &ce
Nauman used to point put about his
“Henry Moore Bound to Fail” pieces
(which no doubt derive fmm Moore’s
own astonishing drawings of wrapped
objects; 1942 and 1950) that he was
merely wrapping Moore for storage because “we’re going to need him
again.” In addition, Moore is a prolific
though uneven draughtsman. In this
new edition of his drawings, Kenneth
Clark has attempted with some suecess a useful thematic and vaguely
chronological ordering of the vast outpouring of 50 years of graphic work.
About the artist’s weaknesses he is Nctfcl and less than useful. Abqlit his
meaning he is least useful of all.
The problem. I think, is that Lord
Clarkdoesn’ttakeanypersonalorintelleclual chances. One can understand it,
of coum. He aad Moor6 have been
close friends for many years. But it
does fie sculptor no service to be
c&fined within a text as unadventurous
as this. If you want to know when and
under what circumstances Moom did
his famous Sh&er drawings, for example, this is the place to look. If,
however, your inNllecNal needs are
going to Nke you beyond offhand mentionings of “pathos” or of an “Aeschylean sense of menace,” then it is
elsewhere you must take your desires
and your %b.
Earlv in the book Lord Clark eschews*“deep psychological explanations” of the drawings. He also assures
hi readers that he will talk “about the
SCNSl drawings and not about the motives behind them.” Only paaly. true.
Talking about the drawings themselves, alas, does not mean tc Lord
Clark what it means to formalist critics.
It means rather that the reader is in for
10 essays in impressionist criticism that
the author has neither the niceness of
perception nor (and this is especially
important) the synNctical wherewithal
or phrase-making ability to pull Ngether. One gets instead such triumphs
of hope over inspection as: “After the
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ignorance, fear and misunderstanding
that have conspired to make many of
her days almost completely unb.eafable. Somehow she hai kepigoing, demite the fact that because of her soastlc
&lk she has mom than once be&t arrested for drunkenness. despite the assumption of some so-called Christian
people that she, a woman of above-

age of seventy we should all be free to
say and do exactly what we feel, and
Moore’s late drawings have the
dionysiac freedom of khe later poems of
PO Chui. or the last works of Titian.”
This is the only book about art, by the
way, ever to succeed in making me feel
guilty. Lord Clark says on page 155,
with what I consider to be a species of
aggressive if limp-wristed blackmail:
“If the miner’s back on Pl. 163 ls not a
piece of drawing worthy of the great
tradition, then I have been wasting my
time during the htst fifty years.” What
we have hen? is Lord Clark as straight
man.
Physically, the book is pleasant
enough. There seems io be one omitted
photo - fig. 135 is refenrd to twice,
each time as a different drawing. The
book is well and attractively bound an!
the plates are as line as it is possible to
manage. If your coffee table needs it,
go ahead. 0

average intelligence, is retarded, de-

spite the deaf ear that sales clerks and
other service personnel tom to her because her’ speech is slurred and distorted. Sustinne admits to b&g bitter.
But who wouldn’t be, in her place? We
can only marvel at her ‘eourage, her
grit, her determination in the face of
lots of pity and condenscension but almost no real encouragement. She has
managed to carve out a life for herself,
living alone, working, and looking
after her own needs, still encountering

refusing to be defeated.
The writing of Too. Many Tearswas
a physical ordeal for Susanne as well as
an emotional one. Few other writers
will even begin to comprehend hei
“struggle with smudgy sheets of carwept
boo, with the spasm in my body that
made finding the right key at the typeToo Many Tears, by Susanne
writer a long and fmstmting task.” She
Moss, McClelland & Stewart, 128
persevered, and has come up with a
pages, $6.95 cloth.
book that should be read by all of us
who am vain enough to feel that we
By HELEN PORTER
perhaps have some understanding of
sevem physical disability.
IN THE EPILOGUE of this book we
Susanne dedicates this her first book
are given a picture of Pieno Elliott
to John Howard Griffin, author of
Trudeau addressing the nation on’New
Black &.ike Me, one of the few people
Year’s Day. Susanne Moss is, watching . who threw a little light across her tarhim oq her television set, half asleep. . toredpath. 0
But when she hears him say: “Them is

Why Jesus

condemned to sile&‘hopeless oppmssion,” she is suddenly very wide
awake. She hlms the set off; but what
she really wants to do is kick the screen,
to drive her spastic leg into his smiling
mouth. For she knows as well as aoyone in Canada that what the Prime
Minister is saying is just not true.
Susanne Moss is a victim of cerebral
palsy, though she was in her late 20s
before anyone told her the name of the
disease. Now 37, she has lived a life of
constant struggle against the foxes of

IN RRIEF
LAST YEAR Merle Shain’sSome Men
Are More Petfect Than Others won my
unofficial Co~olationPrizefor 1973: it
consoled mom of the lovelorn among
us than, any other 1973 book. This
year’s Consolation Prim winner is loan
Sutton, a TomntoSun columnist, who
frequently writes on the {object of love.

Halfway Izip
Parnassus

A personal account of
the Un@zrsity of Toronto,
1932-1971
Claude Bissell
Tks selective, personal account of
the University of Tomnco cenucs

on the years of Dr Blssell’s presldericy,lg58-7r,yearswhichsaw
chc slow, powerful cmergencr of a
new univcrsicy. Nowhere in Canada was this process moresharply
defined or more dramatically
expressed. $1~.50 :.
B~opinHonm

Mission and museumin chc
life of William C.White
Lewis C.Walmsley
A fascinating au&x of William
C: White’s two &crs. first & a
missionary in China (1897-1934)
where he de& wichpcasants,scholars, bandits, and floods, aIid lacer as
the discerning collector and curam~
of the Royal Ontario Museum’s
world famous collcccion of Chmew
archaelogy. $10.00
A.~~SOf
thePlanets

.

Vinkn~ de Callatiy and
A u d o u i n Dollfus
Translated by
Michael CoIlon

mysteries of the planetary system are discossed in a baodsome
volume intended tomake some of
the history and practice of aswonomy available EO the iocercsted
layman. Individual planets are

The

described lo detail. llluscraced with
130 figures and 60 diagrams and
photographs.

$15.00

.

Lovers and Others (Clarke Irwin,
$5.95) consiqs mostly of mwarmed

Sun articles. Ms. Sutton’s columns frequently make for pleasant enough subway reading, but like most newspaper
columns, they’re too slight to be pnserved in book form. Nonetheless, lots
of people will feel better as a result of
reading
.~. Ms. Sutton’s book; and Clarke
F..

Priccsarechosesuggescedaccime
of public&on
uti-versity

of

TorontoPress

Irwin wi!l earn the money it needs to
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publish books that really deserve being
published. No harm in that.
MW
444

SHORT STORIES and poems by 21
persons of Hungarian descent ,are presented in The Sound ox Time
(Canadian-Hungarian Authors’ Association, L.&bridge, unpriced). Unfortunately, the 27 include only a small
number ofwirers, and the majority of
works and translations are of such standard that it would be unfair to the few
significant contributors m have their
names mentioned in connection with
this book. Even the brief blurbs pmceding stories and poems are carelessly
written. As one writer-contributor remarked, he did not mind giving his
permission to print his story, but he at
least expected to see his name spelled
comxtiy. The book was financed by
the Department of the Secretary of
State. Its artistic merits will not inspire
heated discussions in literary cimies,
but it will no doubt be held high by
politicians at election t@e. The full
title of the book is The Sound of Time:
Anthology of Canadian-Hungarian

~..

Authors. Any way I look at it,
“Canadian-Hungarian” means a person of Canadian descent, now a Hungarian citizen or resident. Maybe we
should try to tucover part of the cost
from the Hungarian government.
STEPHEN MBZEI
4 4 4

THE FIRST 20 pages of Nor Bloody
Likely: The Shaw Fe&al 1962-73
(text by Brian Doherty, photos by Ludvig Dittrich. Lorne Blunt. Helen Piaherty and Robert Ragsdale, S 15) provide
some worthwhile insights inn, the
Canadian theatre scene and into the
sweat, panic and machinations that go
into creating a festival. The Shaw experiment at Niagara-on-the-Lake is
now 12 years old, and appropriately
Doherty, its founder, has tried to put a
summary between covers. Unfortitnateiy, the latter seven eights of this
coffeetable item is a thin mix of kudos
for ail concerned and some disappoint’ ing black-snd-white photos. As for the
price of this large souvenir program,
prospective buyers might wish to say,.
“Not bloody likely!”
NIGBL SPENCER

Homer Watson and later Paul-Emiie
Borduas. We also begin to notice that
the same method used in the first chap
ter to “read” the aboriginal art of this
country is used to deal with the works
of later Canadian artists; this is problematical because later Canagian society is not homogeneous in the sense that
aboriginal cul~res are. Because of this
misunderstanding we are subjected to
several questionable interpntations of
paintings. For instance, of a watercolour of Robert Shore Miines
Bouchetteof his prison cell, Lordstates
that an. open bird-cage shows the
artist’s confidence in final victory for
the Parriote cause. In describing
“Biunden Harbour” by Emily Carr. he
says that “the rage of the native people
can be sensed in the raised fist closest to
us and in the determination on the three
carved faces.” And in describing
‘L’heure mauve” by Gzias Leduc. he
claims “the culture of repression, tbi!
half-smothered QuCbCcois tradition,
has become the M of a landscape occupied only by a dying glow.”
In chapter three, “The British Re
gime,” Lord adds mom weight to the
revival of interest in the work of Hind,

WHO IS DONALD POLLOCK?
CALL UI A GOOD 155

e Donald Poliock. Born, Montreal,
Quebec
e He spent 15 years oi his life in and out
of prison
o Passed his childhood yeare in two
reform schools
e Wasaddiotedtodrugsfo~5?4yeara
o Ciassified ctiminaiiy insane -twice
0 Sent penitentiary four times
o Escaped from prison an&took a
guard's wife hosta5e

SAANNES Publications Llmited
BOX 6205A TORONTO, ONTARIO M5W 1 P5
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is Reid and Harper have done before
him, and in a section called “Imperialism and the Art Schools of Paris”
he rejects the work of artists such as
Paul Peel and J. W. Maurice because he
feels that the French style is the primary
element in their work. David Milne is
rejected for the same reason later on.
As we move into the ZOtb century,
however, I begin to havk serious
difficulties with this book, for here is
where Lord has to start dealing with the
work of living and recently dead artists.
Earlier. Lord has stated a convincing
case for the seminal imoortance ofL&
an5 in the history of buebec painting
(again like Reid before him) particularly because of the primacy of subject
matter in his work. Here I am in complete agreement and find that Lord’s
insistence on the primacy of subject
matter is responsible for many of the
insights in The History of%iwing in
Canada. However. now Lord gives us
three criteria from a 194Oessay by Mao
Tse-Tong that he uses in evaluating
Canadian art. They are: that the work
be national; that the work be scientific;
and that tbe work be democratic.
I cannot reconcile three criteria formulated by an intellecNaI from a very
different CulNm with an pttempt to
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Pentecost is back with an
unconventional contribution to the art of divination
based on the theou that
events are only partly determined and that we do
exercise some measure of
control. The author of SEX
AND THE STARS (a
zodiacal study of sexual
profiles) presents choice or
chance through an ancient
method for determining the
future. Coins, cards and
dice are employed to court
the imagination of the
reader. Pentecost is also
the author of POOR
JOHN’S ALMANAC and
HOW NOT TO HAVE A
HEART ATTACK under the
name of John Hearn.
Paper $1.75

KAKADEKA
Pu~ohl;rq&%~~d.;
Toronto, bnt. M4P’2G5,
(416),466-9606
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evaluate Canadian art. It is one thing to
recognize that art and artists have
grown naturally out of thell environments and to prefer activity of that nature (an essential position in Canada in
the faca of increasing American domination). It is entirely different when
Lord tries to prescribe how indigenous
art should be created.
And there are further problemswhen
Lord tries to write about the emergence
of Dada and surrealism and their
inEuence in Canada. And6 Breton, by
implication, and Leon Trotzky are BCcused of opposing national liberation
movements. (Trot&y seems to be the
b&e noire of the latter part of this
book.) Bmton and the Dadaists and surrealists in opposing “nationalism” in
art were opposing the tendency ofvarlous states and national academies of
culture to decree what is the national art
of their counties and to induce artists to
work to their prescription. more or less
as illustrators of a national idea. Breton
(and Trotzky, I might add).was a supporter of “self” determination for both
individuals and CdNt’CS. realizing that
we can only identify revolutioqary indigenous art after it is made.
Far from being opposed to national
liberation movements, as Lord states,
Trotzky supported them in many cases,
and furthermore in his Literature and
Revolt&n of 1924 he shows a real
understanding of the Russian vanguard
artists who supported the revolution;
and thclr is why his name is included in
my painting “For Ben Bclla.” Concerning the same painting, the reference to “Berm” does not refer to Yogi
Berm, as L.md states; it is a reference to
apolitical figu- anarchist. I think.
I’d like No to clear up a few mistakes
in Lord’s description of my Dorval
mural. He has taken his description of it
from newspaper accounts of the time
and repeats their inaccuracies. The
muml~ was not about the .history of
flight, but consisted of cut-out, fullscale, two-dimensional, plywood gondolas of the airship R-34, spaced along
a long passageway with electric motors
turning pmpellers on two of them. The
main gondola contains a likeness of the
famous Germain &ship commander
Hehuich Mathy. There is no portrait of
Mohammed Ali in the mural, but one of
the texts printed on it contains a quotation ‘from Freedom, the anarchist
newspaper, about how Ali was stripped
of his title. The man who resembles
Lyndon Johnson is not surrounded by
falling bombs. He has been kicked qut
of the gondola through an open door
and his hand has been lopped off by the
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propeller. Lord’s account of what happened to the mural is correct, however.
D The Maoist criteria applied by Lord
to recent painting lead to his utterrejection of the works of Guido Molinari and
Claude Tousignant, who are both to-’
tally committed artists. They have both
worked for years on remarkably con&
tent and rigorous work, extending the
living tradition of Quebec painting.
They arc., for me at least, two of the
most important artists in Canada. And
what am we to make of the fact that the
only Quebec artist mentioned after
Molinari and Tousignant is Serge
L.emoyne and he certainly deserves
more than a mention? Why aren’t there
references to the young artists around
the Galerle Media, for instance? Nor
does this book mbntion iuany younger
artists from the rest of Canada - peapie such as Roger Savage, Bruce Parsons, David Bolduc, Jamelie Hassan,
Michael Morris, Robert Fones, Stuart
Shaw, etc.
I agme with Lord’s assessment of the
role of Painters Eleven, that famous
offshoot of the Ontario Society of Artists, in chapter foui, “Painting in the
Age of U.S. Imperialism.” The ease
with which the American critic Clement Greenberg was able to alter the
direction of many matun Canadian
painters certainly reinforces Lord’s
views on Canadian provincialism.
In the ama of original research we
can thank Barry Lord for his work on
working-class artists and also for his
work on the Artists’ Union of the 1930s
in Hamilton and Tomnto. For me,
however, the most important pan of
this book is Lard’s dcscrldtion of the
economy of the visual arts. Hem is the
first appearance in book form of the
system of fashion, influence and external control that Canadian artists labour
under. (The number of American citizens in sensitive positions in the
visual-arts organization of Canada is
beyond belief.) Finally, Lord has performed a valuable service in setting out
the history of Canadian Artists’ Rep
resentation and explaining its objetrives. CAR will benefit from this kind
of intelligent exposure; Canadians need
to be reminded of the unique economic
and social achievements the artists of
this country am gaining through working together as professionals with a
common occupation. q
Editor’s note: There exists a difference
of opinion between Mr. Lord and Mr.
Curttoe on the Anglicized spelling of
“Trorzky.” In tf@ article we hove
hottoured Mr. Curttoe’spnference.
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FOR EVERYTHINi3 MIEITARIA
The RoyaiHouse 6f Tudor 15y Michael Roulsrone
This pmfusely illustrated book is intended as a “scrapbook” of English history Fmm
1485 to 1603. f’pm the Baltk of Boswonh and accession of Henry VII m the death of
Elizabeth 1.
It deals with &mbers of the ruling House : of Tudor: their lives. polirical actions and
associates; as well as with the wrkers. artists. travellersand statesmen who made this one
of the &nious eras in English history.
Cloth $16.95

HUSSARS AND MOUNTED
RIFLRS
Uniforms of (he Imperial German
Cavalry 1900-1914
by D.H. Hagger
A superb accounl of the history and uniforms of this colourful dread body OF
troops.
Paper $5.50 Clolh $8.50

by Perer C. Sndd~
A d&led account of 22 Famous old
ships which have been preserved as outstanding “heritages OF the sea”.
Cloth $8.95

GERMAN ARMY UNIFORMS
AND INSIGNIA. 19334945
by Brian L. Davis
This authorhative reference work covers
uniforms. ranks in insignia end badpr.
An essenfial book for hi&nisn and
badeeemhusiast.’
Cloth $13.95

ROYAL NAVAL SHIPS’ BADGES
by Perer Smlb
An absorbing book about this &que
anform. based on detailed research.
C l o t h $895

THE BAYONET
A history of knife and sword
bayonets. 18504970
by Anthony Caner and John W&r

RED ARROWS
by R. Hanna
The inside
slay of the Famous R.A.F.
‘.
aerobal~s team. by their Former leader.
Cloth $10.95

AVAILABLE FROti ALil i;OOD BOOK STORES
F$ inforrpation on the compkte range of military
hlstpry books send for a catalogue to:

fUID;UID~SS RJBLICA’JI’lIONS INC.
Skey Creek: Onlarlo, Canada L8G 3X9
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i4 MAN SHOW
Private Viewings
at Exclusive Bookstores
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RRNRY MOORE DRAWINGS
sir Kenneth Clark
The definitive mUeetion of drawinp by the genius of 20th centmy
SSSbOO
scldptllr.?.

with Italy and her art In exquisite
colour by cllwda’r Foremost
$39.50
photographer.

Ontario’s Adlktvral Folk Att
~&mDmrAn~ by Anthony

1 1 INSEARGH
Awurdy
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Phota~aphs by Bob Wailer

Photographs byJohn Wii
A M~~illustmted tmasury of
the eapnu- folk-art decoraring
Ontarw’s gmgerbread
$11.96
arcbitechue.
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contempaary crafts hmmd
the world
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IN ITALY
r&loff Bay
A brearhtakinp tii;uxl encounter

ALBERT FRANCK
Huold Town
Fommd by Da?ld Czombie
0x great artist’s affeclionate
tribute to anotlw-Fmnck’s
,&za& norkrks. 34 calour.

IN PRAISE OF HANDS

MND IN TRE WATERS
A Book to Gelebmte the

PAINTERS IN A NEW LAND
From Aunmpolis Royal to
the Rlondii

S22.50
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Rii visual Imagea acmmpany a
major poet’s reych for h= ancestml
$12.96
paat nnd bk own people.
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